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TRANSFERENCIA RADIATIVA EN DISCOS PROTOPLANETARIOS

Gracias a los importantes avances tecnológicos, el estudio de los discos protoplanetarios se
ha desarrollado rápidamente en las dos últimas décadas. Con instrumentos cada vez mejores,
observatorios como ALMA y el VLT han revelado nuevos detalles sobre estas fuentes en alta
resolución y a un ritmo sin precedentes. Junto con estas nuevas posibilidades de obtención
de imágenes, se han desarrollado o perfeccionado códigos numéricos de modelización que
permiten realizar estudios teóricos de vanguardia sobre la física de los discos. Combinando
ambos campos, podemos crear elaborados modelos paramétricos y reproducir imágenes de
alta resolución en múltiples longitudes de onda para obtener un modelo físico como contra-
parte de los datos reales. Este enfoque adquiere especial relevancia cuando se estudian los
complejos fenómenos de transferencia radiativa en geometrías muy complejas, como los discos
con subestructuras.

Los dos proyectos desarrollados a lo largo de esta tesis tenían como objetivo proporcionar
modelos 3D precisos que pudieran reproducir múltiples observaciones disponibles de dos nota-
bles discos protoplanetarios, cada uno de ellos con características únicas y curiosas. Para crear
los modelos, utilizamos el código de transferencia radiativa radmc3d y estudiamos cómo las
estrellas que componen cada sistema calientan el polvo de su entorno y cómo éste irradia
después a diferentes frecuencias. Si un modelo pudiera replicar los datos, tendríamos un es-
quema detallado de cada disco, lo que nos permitiría realizar una investigación más profunda.

Las dos fuentes seleccionadas fueron V4046 Sagtarrius e ISO-OPh 2, cada una de las cuales
estudiamos por separado pero utilizando procesos de modelización muy similares. En cuanto
al disco circumbinario de V4046Sgr, hemos sido capaces de recrear íntegramente los datos
en múltiples longitudes de onda, incluyendo una observación de radio de ALMA de alta
resolución, una imagen de luz polarizada captada con el instrumento SHERE/IRIDIS, junto
con datos fotométricos y espectrales de los archivos. Encontramos que el disco tiene una
estructura interna complicada con múltiples anillos y poblaciones de polvo. Los resultados
finales de este proyecto se publicaron en Martinez-Brunner et al. (2022). En segundo lugar,
para el disco circunestelar alrededor de la estrella primaria del sistema binario ISO-OPh 2,
propusimos una explicación audaz para su estructura de doble anillo no axisimétrico, única
en su género, observada con ALMA. Examinamos la posibilidad de que fuera el resultado
de efectos ambientales, es decir, por una fuente de radiación externa, HD 147889, un sistema
binario gigante cercano y el mayor emisor de rayos UV en la vecindad. Este proyecto mostró
algunos resultados prometedores, ya que pudimos acercarnos a imitar la característica de
radio observable con nuestros modelos. Estos resultados preliminares apoyan firmemente
nuestra hipótesis.
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RADIATIVE TRANSFER IN PROTOPLANETARY DISCS

Thanks to significant technological advancements, protoplanetary disc studies have been
under rapid development over the last two decades. With their ever-improving instruments,
observatories like ALMA and the VLT have revealed new details about these sources at high-
resolution and at an unprecedented pace. Along with these new imaging capabilities, new
modelling numerical codes have been developed or enhanced, allowing state-of-the-art theo-
retical studies of disc physics. Combining both flanks, we can create elaborated parametric
models and reproduce multi-wavelength high-resolution images to get a physical model as
a counterpart of actual data. This approach becomes especially relevant when studying the
complex phenomena of radiative transfer in intricate geometries, such as substructured discs.

The two projects developed throughout this thesis aimed to provide accurate 3D models
that could reproduce multiple available observations of two remarkable protoplanetary discs,
each exhibiting unique and puzzling features. To create the models, we used the radiative
transfer code radmc3d and studied how the stars that compose each system heat the su-
rrounding dust and how it radiates at different frequencies. If a model could replicate the
data, we would have a detailed schematic of each disc, enabling us to conduct more in-depth
research.

The two selected sources were V4046 Sagittarius and ISO-Oph 2, each of which we studied
separately but using very similar modelling processes. First, we were capable of comple-
tely recreating the multi-wavelength data of the circumbinary disc of V4046Sgr, including a
high-resolution ALMA radio observation, a polarised light image captured with the SPHE-
RE/IRDIS instrument, together with photometry and spectral data from the archives. We
found that the disc has a complicated internal structure with multiple rings and dust popu-
lations. The final results of this project were published in Martinez-Brunner et al. (2022).
Secondly, for the circumstellar disc around the primary star of the binary system ISO-OPh 2,
we proposed a bold explication for its one-of-a-kind non-axisymmetric double-ring structure
observable with ALMA. We examined the possibility of it being the result of environmental
effects, namely by an external radiation source, HD 147889, a close giant binary system and
the highest UV emitters in the vicinity. This project showed some promising results, as we
were able to get close to mimicking the observable radio feature with our models. These
preliminary results strongly support our hypothesis.
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Y equivocarse es bonito,
Los errore’ son placere’

Benito Antonio Martínez Ocasio
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Capítulo 1

Introduction

It has been said that astronomy studies time as it flows. As the light takes so long to
reach us from different points of the universe, we can literally observe the passing of time.
This thought can be applied across all fields in astronomy, but it is undoubtedly even more
meaningful thinking like so when we use it to study the origin of our home planet. Looking at
star-forming regions, where we can find thousands of young stars, we can travel back in time
to the moment when no planets were orbiting the Sun, some four billion years ago, and study
the Solar system as it was in the earliest stages. To understand what was happening then,
we will have to study the relationship between our young Sun and its chaotic surroundings.

After the collapse of a dense core in a massive molecular cloud of dust and gas, our Sun
was born, but not alone. As this core was not at rest but had some rotation due to turbulent
motions in the parental cloud, the conservation of angular momentum plays an important
role. The material rotates, and some of it will do it so fast that it never reaches the star and
ends up in orbit around it. This leftover will collapse into a disc, forming a circumstellar disc.
The system will continue to evolve and disperse much of the surrounding cloud. However, the
denser disc will remain orbiting long after the cloud has dispersed, creating what we define
as a protoplanetary disc, or PPD for short (Fig. 1.1).

When we look at our Solar system, as it is right now, it is clear that gravity plays a lea-
ding role in what looks almost like a one-man show. Planets and asteroids orbit the Sun, and
moons orbit the planets. However, this has not always been like that. During its formation, as
the protoplanetary disc was made mainly of gas and tiny grains of dust, the radiation of the
Sun was one of the protagonists. Photons ejected from the star’s surface traverse the gas and
dust-rich disc as they exchange enormous amounts of energy with everything they encounter.
This complex association between light, gas and dust is often challenging to grasp, but it is
crucial for unravelling what happens during planet formation. Fortunately, these radiative
processes are well studied at the fundamental level, and now we can use what we know about
them to help us figure out some underlying processes in planet formation.

This chapter will briefly overview the physics of Radiative Transfer and protoplanetary
discs. I will then review how, using what we know about the first, to understand the latter
better and how to solve this problem with simulation tools. I will then discuss, in some detail,
different observational techniques commonly used in the field.
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Figure 1.1: Artist’s impression of a protoplanetary disc. It illustrates a bright
central star with a large protoplanetary disc surrounding it, within which
an orbiting planet is seated. ©Judy Schmidt, digital painting.

1.1. Fundamentals of Radiative Transfer
1To describe radiation is, in a sense, a detailed description of the energy flowing from one

point to another as carried along by sets of light rays. Given a ray, we can imagine a region
dA normal to its direction and consider all rays that pass through it with directions within
a solid angle dΩ of the given ray. Then, we can define the energy dE that crosses an area dA
in time dt and in frequency range dν by the relation:

dE = Iν dAdt dΩ dν , (1.1)

where Iν is the specific intensity. If we take any two points along a ray and use the fact that
energy is conserved, we get that any ray, no matter its origin, as it travels across empty space,
its intensity will remain constant too. This sentence might also be expressed as follows:

dIν
ds

= 0 , (1.2)

where ds is a differential element of length along the ray. This interpretation, however, is
insufficient since, for instance, an evolving star is not surrounded by a vacuum, which means
there will always be interactions between the light and the nearby material. Therefore, a
ray’s intensity will typically change as it travels through matter since energy may be given to

1 This chapter is a brief review of the first chapter of the first chapter of Rybicki and Lightman (1979).
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or taken away from it through emission or absorption. We can rewrite (1.2) to include these
effects into a single equation that gives the variation of specific intensity along a ray.

dIν
ds

= −ανIν + jν . (1.3)

The first term on the right side represents the loss of intensity in a beam, with the absorption
coefficient αν positive by convention for energy taken out. The second term refers to the
intensity added to the beam due to spontaneous emission, with jν as the emission coefficient.
Both coefficients depend on the properties of the medium. This equation is called The Ra-
diative Transfer Equation.

The intensity in an emitting and absorbing medium can be solved using this equation.
If αν and jν are known, the intensity can be solved without much difficulty. However, it is
useful to revisit the transfer equation and choose another variable, τν , known as the optical
depth, in place of s, as defined by

dτν = ανds , (1.4)

where τ is measured along the path of a travelling ray. With the help of this new parameter,
we can reconsider our medium in terms of optical depth value. When τν , integrated along a
typical path through the medium, satisfies τν > 1, the medium is said to be optically thick,
and when τν < 1, the medium is said to be optically thin. Essentially, a medium is said to
be optically thin at a frequency ν if it allows the majority of photons of frequency ν to pass
through it without being absorbed. An optically thick medium, on the other hand, is one in
which the photons of frequency ν cannot pass entirely through the medium without being
absorbed.

Under this new conception, the transfer equation can now be written as

dIν
dτν

= −Iν + Sν , (1.5)

where the Source function Sν is defined as the ratio of the emission coefficient to the absor-
ption coefficient:

Sν ≡ jν
αν
. (1.6)

The source function is usually a more reliable physical quantity than the emission coefficient.
Moreover, this optical depth scale makes understanding the radiation-related steps along a
beam more intuitive. Due to these factors, τν and Sν are frequently used in place of αν and jν .

We already know how to examine what happens to the intensity of a beam of light as it
travels through an emitting and absorbing medium. What we can ask now is what happens
with the medium. Whenever the medium absorbs a photon, its total energy increases; with
that, its thermal energy, and then a photon could be reemitted through thermal radiation.
A medium is said to be in thermal equilibrium when the absorption/emission rate equals
unity. The best way to explore thermal emission is to talk about blackbody radiation, which
is thermal radiation emitted by matter in thermal equilibrium..

A blackbody is a body that emits thermal radiation in the form of the Planck Spectrum,

3



as defined by the following equation.

Bν = 2hν3/c2

exp(hν/kT ) − 1 , (1.7)

where Bν is the spectral radiance of a body for frequency ν, T is the body’s temperature, k is
the Boltzmann constant, h is the Planck constant, and c is the speed of light. This radiation
B is homogeneous and isotropic, and it solely relies on temperature.

Now, if a body is in thermal equilibrium, we have Sν = Bν(T ). Thus, we have the relation

jν = ανBν , (1.8)

called the Kirchhoff’s law, which is an expression between αν and jν with the temperature
T . With this new relation, we can write the transfer equation of eq.1.5 for thermal radiation
as

dIν
ds

= −ανIν + ανBν(T ), (1.9)

or
dIν
dτν

= −Iν +Bν(T ). (1.10)

Pure thermal radiation is the simplest radiative transfer scenario to handle. Reality, ho-
wever, is almost always more complicated. This is because scattering, another common phe-
nomenon, can remove light from a beam as it moves through a dense region or add rays to
it as light from elsewhere makes its way into it. After we include this effect in the radiative
transfer equation, the source function can no longer be Bν(T ); instead, it now relies on the
solution in all directions over any given point. The equation also becomes integrodifferential
when scattering is involved, posing a difficult mathematical challenge that must naturally be
resolved using numerical methods.

The formality of the transfer equation helps us comprehend the intricate relationship
between light and matter in any general scenario, where thermal radiation and scattering
play a crucial role. However, we are figuring out how to handle this in the setting of a planet-
forming disc around a young star. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the disc’s shape,
composition, and kinematics before getting there.

1.2. Physics of protoplanetary discs
Protoplanetary discs are, in a sense, by-products of star formation, as previously men-

tioned. In that way, as they form from a gravitationally collapsing gas cloud, their origins
are pretty chaotic. As a result, there are several potential pathways for their evolutionary
processes, which result in discs with a rich mixture of simple and complex molecules and
displaying a variety of structures and substructures.

1.2.1. Disc composition
PPDs are made from the same raw material as the host star and are typically composed of

99 % gas and just 1 % dust (Hogerheijde, 2011). That gas is composed mainly of molecular hy-
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drogen H2, and the following most abundant molecules would be 12CO and its isotopologues,
13CO and C18O (France et al., 2014). After those, several other molecules swim alongsi-
de hydrogen, some of which are N2, CN, HCN, H2O, H3N, SO, and NH3 (Guilloteau et al.,
2016, 2013; Hogerheijde et al., 2011; Thi et al., 2001; Koerner et al., 1993; Dutrey et al., 1997).

Although it is only 1 % of the total mass, dust plays a crucial role in determining the
temperature structure of protoplanetary discs since it is primarily responsible for the opacity
in these discs. The opacity measures the ability of photons to pass through a medium. Dust
opacity depends strongly on its mineral composition and geometry, both in size and shape.
To obtain the composition of such dust, we can examine the spectra of these distant sources
and identify distinct sets of features that serve as tracers of dust mineralogy. For example,
using Mid-infrared observations, it has been found that dust in protoplanetary discs has
traces of amorphous silicates, crystalline silicates, water-ice, and a substantial fraction of
carbonaceous material (Waelkens et al., 1996; Meeus et al., 2001; van Boekel et al., 2005;
Draine, 2009). However, some types of dust lack noticeable features but still contribute signi-
ficantly to the overall opacity, like dust grains with iron and carbon. They are found in Solar
system meteorites and assuming that the same materials are in some measure in the dust of
protoplanetary discs, they should be present there too (Urey and Craig, 1953).

Apart from the chemical composition, grain size is equally influential in determining the
dust’s opacity. While molecular clouds and the interstellar medium (ISM) have low densities,
inhibiting the growth of the dust particles, protoplanetary discs have high densities, which
are favourable for dust growth. There, grains collide frequently and grow through coagula-
tion (Weidenschilling, 1980). It is beyond the scope of this thesis to explore the ongoing poor
understanding of dust growth. However, in any case, this results in a particle size distribution
typically approximated by a power law in size (Mathis et al., 1977). It has been observed
that the grain size distribution in PPD follows the same power law as that in the ISM, with
a greater upper limit extending to grains with millimetres sizes (e.g. Rosenfeld et al., 2013;
Casassus et al., 2018). The microphysics of the dust and the general characteristics and age
of the disc will determine the details of the size distribution.

It is possible to determine the absorption and scattering opacities for any particular grain
size and dust composition. First, we choose a grain size and then composition. For that, grain
optical properties for a variety of molecular compositions can be found in the databases2 or
the literature (Draine, 2003; Li and Greenberg, 1997) and can be mixed using the Brugge-
man formula to form more diverse dust compositions. Dust grains are usually amorphous,
however, it is common to approximate dust grain geometry to a compact spherical particle
so that Mie Theory can apply (Mie, 1908). Mie Theory is a collection of solutions for light
scattering by a homogeneous sphere, and standard packages are available to compute the
radiative transfer parameters using it. In what follows, we show the results of the Python
transcription of bhmie.f3 code, available as part of the radmc3d Monte-Carlo radiative
transfer package (more on this package in sec. 1.4). Following this method, we calculated
the opacities for a grain of one micron and one of hundred microns as if they were composed
of 70 % Astrosilicates and 30 % amorphous carbon (ISM mix), and for a one-micron grain
made up of 70 % silicates and 30 % ice (icy mix). The opacities of such grains are shown in

2 One of the most complete is https://www.astro.uni-jena.de/Laboratory/OCDB/index.html.
3 Available here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Codes_for_electromagnetic_scattering_by_spheres
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Fig. 1.2, where it is clear that the values are indeed strongly dependent on composition and
grain size.
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Figure 1.2: Dust opacities of spherical small and large grains. The solid
line depicts a grain with a diameter of one micron made up of 70 % Astro-
silicates and 30 % amorphous carbon, while the dotted line depicts a same-
sized particle made up of 70 % Astro-silicates and 30 % ice. Depicted by
the dashed line, a 100µm particle made up of 70 % Astro-silicates and 30 %
amorphous carbon. The approximate wavelengths at which small (0.1µm)
and large (150µm) dust particles are observed, respectively, are shown by
the grey dotted and dashed lines.

In addition, Mie’s Theory also gives the scattering phase function, which gives the phase
matrix Z that describes the transformation of the Stokes vector of the incident wave into
that of the scattered wave. Then, the element Z11 determines the angular distribution of the
scattered intensity, shown in Fig.1.3, where θ = 0 deg represents forward scattering and θ =
180 deg backward scattering, so that a straight line would correspond to isotropic scattering.
This figure shows how the phase function of a spherical particle can change depending on its
optical properties and the opacity’s dependency on the scattering angle. The comparison is
between two 1µm dust particles with the same properties as the ones described above, with
another made of 60 % Astrosilicates, 20 % amorphous carbon, and 20 % ice (icyISM mix).
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Figure 1.3: The image shows the angular distribution of the scattered inten-
sity from a spherical dust particle of different compositions calculated using
Mie theory.

1.2.2. Disc structure
Although discs are three-dimensional objects, they are mathematically thin because their

radial dimension is far greater than their height (as illustrated in Fig. 1.1). As a result, we
can use a convenient simplification and explain their geometry solely in terms of surface
density Σ, and the equations describing the radial structure and those explaining the vertical
structure can be decoupled from one another. When picturing a PPD, the most simple disc
would be a flat, axisymmetric one with a power-law gas density distribution that gradually
decreased with increasing radii. The star’s accretion and photoevaporation truncate its inner
radius while its outer radius may extend beyond 500 au (Najita and Bergin, 2018). However,
most discs differ from this basic structure and present arrangements of multiple rings, gaps,
cavities, spirals, or asymmetries (e.g. see Avenhaus et al., 2018; Andrews, 2020, and referen-
ces inside). Either way, we can follow a few rules and assumptions that allow us to create a
framework from which we can work.

First, the geometry of a disc will mostly be determined by the gas component, which
accounts for most of the mass of the disc. Typically, it is safe to assume that the total mass
of the disc is much smaller than the mass of the star hosting it (Mdisc << M∗), which allows
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us to neglect the disc’s own gravitational potential and rely just on stellar gravity when
studying the motion of the gas. Thus, we can assume that the gas follows Keplerian orbits,
with Ω(r) =

√
GM∗/r3 its Keplerian angular velocity. Then, let us consider a disc in hydros-

tatic equilibrium, meaning that all the relevant forces should be balanced. This assumption
implies that the acceleration caused by the vertical pressure gradient of the gas balances out
the gravitational acceleration in the z-direction of the star. Finally, for simplicity, we assume
a vertically-isothermal disc so that we can adopt an isothermal equation of state (P = ρc2

s).

The vertical density profile in this limit has the following basic structure:

ρ = ρ0e
−z2/2h2 (1.11)

where ρ0, the mid-plane density, can be derived directly from the surface density Σ as

ρ0 = 1√
2π

Σ
h
, (1.12)

and h, the vertical disc pressure scale height, is given by, h(r) = cs/Ω, with cs the correspon-
ding isothermal sound speed. Moreover, following these assumptions, the vertical structure
will not be flat but flared, meaning that the upward curvature of the disc surface increases
with distance from the star. Then the aspect ratio changes as follows:

h

r
∝ r1+β, (1.13)

where β is referred to as the flaring index. In calculating this index, one must proceed with
caution, as the main source of uncertainty comes from the radial dependence of the tempera-
ture. The flaring index will change significantly depending on the selected radial temperature
dependence, running between 0.1 and 0.7 (see Kenyon and Hartmann, 1987; Chiang and Gol-
dreich, 1997, for different approaches).

What about dust? The dust particles are carried along in this gas disc’s orbit but only
to a certain degree, depending on the Stokes number. The Stokes number determines the
coupling of the dust and gas. It is expressed as

St = 1
2
πagrρd

Σg
, (1.14)

where agr is the grain size, ρd is the density of a dust grain, and Σg is the local gas surfa-
ce density. So dust particles can behave in one of three ways: dynamically coupled to the
gas, completely independent, or in a state in between. The first group includes micron-sized
grains, which follow the flow of the gas. In the second group, boulders with diameters grea-
ter than one metre belong due to their being too large to be disturbed by the surrounding
gas. The third set of grains, which includes the millimetre- and centimetre-sized ones, will
only partially follow the gas, where depending on the gas densities of their surroundings, the
Stokes numbers of these grains will typically shift dramatically over brief times (compared
to any other time-dependent dynamic of the system), coupling and decoupling. The vertical
structure of the dust disc is significantly impacted by this dynamic decoupling-coupling of
the dust and gas, a process known as dust settling (Dullemond and Dominik, 2004).
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Following Armitage (2010), imagine a dust particle the size of a fraction of a micron gro-
wing in the disc at a distance r from the star and a height z above the midplane of the
disc. As we know, we begin by assuming that the gas is in vertical hydrostatic equilibrium,
meaning no acceleration in the z-direction, so if the grain is completely coupled to the static
gas, it stays at its current height. Now, as the grain grows, and so does its Stokes number,
it partially decouples from the gas dynamics. As a result, the dust will move toward the
midplane, where gas densities are higher, bringing the Stokes number back down until the
grain is coupled again. Still, even at the midplane, the grain might not be coupled, but it
will stay there because it is the vertical centre of gravity. Because of this motion, the grain
sizes stratify, with the larger grains settling close around the midplane and the smaller ones
with a density maximum at the midplane but distributed further up. Of course, the gas
turbulence also provides random velocities to the dust particles, which diffuses the dust and
makes this stratification not so rigid. Still, this phenomenon makes the dust disc typically
thinner than the gas disc (D’Alessio et al., 1999). This is well illustrated in Fig. 1.4, where
the larger grains are represented in darker grey, and their height is only a portion of the total.

The building of the radial structure involves yet another dust grow-related process. A
radial pressure gradient partially supports the gaseous component that orbits at slightly sub-
Keplerian velocities, dragging small dust grains. However, as the grains grow and decouple
from the gas, they lose the pressure support and orbit faster than the gas, making them feel
a headwind that slows them down, and in case of gas radial pressure smoothly decreasing
outward, particles drift inward. This aerodynamic effect is the Weidenschilling drift, which
occurs as the particle collides with individual gas molecules. The change in velocity will
increase with size and, depending on the composition of the dust, peak at roughly meter size
and decrease at larger sizes. This effect could result in the rapid depletion of the disc’s solids
needed for planet formation, as all growing grains would fall toward the star (Weidenschilling,
1977). This problem is called the radial-drift or the metre-size barrier (see Andrews, 2020, for
evidence of radial drift). Fortunately, some mechanisms can prevent large grains from drifting
too far and getting lost in the star. The typical solution involves pressure bumps formed by
still-forming planets within the disc, interrupting the migration by creating ripples, gaps, or
rings in the radial dust distribution (Teague et al., 2019; Rosotti et al., 2020; Weber et al.,
2018). Unfortunately, this and other solutions for dust-trapping mechanisms are not yet well
understood. Ultimately, the wide range of morphologies in protoplanetary discs makes the
problem of having a general equation for its radial structure highly degenerative. Regardless,
it is common to see the use of step functions, power-laws or Gaussians to depict extended
discs and rings.
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Figure 1.4: Simple geometrical illustration of an axisymmetric flared disc
that is vertically stratified. The image also shows a corresponding Spectral
Energy Distribution (read sec. 1.5.1). Indicated in light grey, the disc’s sur-
face layers emit near- to mid-infrared because they directly interact with
star radiation. In contrast, the material in the disc’s midplane, seen in a
darker shade of grey, is well protected from star radiation and, as a result,
is colder and radiates light at longer wavelengths. Figure taken from Dulle-
mond et al. (2007).

1.3. Radiative Transfer in discs
We might wish to use the ideas we have covered to comprehend how the temperature

changes in a protoplanetary disc. Unfortunately, we cannot do so because radiative transfer
equations in arbitrary geometries, including that of a flared disc, lack complete analytical
solutions. However, even without a perfect analytical description of the thermal structure of
a PPD, there are still certain noteworthy characteristics which could be derived using simple
assumptions and simplifications.
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First, ignoring any effect from viscous heating, we can assume that the main heat source
in protoplanetary discs is its central star, and we know that the vertical structure of the disc
determines the amount of radiation it can absorb and reemit to a large extent. Assuming
a thin disc geometry, we can approximate the vertical dust grain distribution due to dust
settling by dividing the disc into an optically thick midplane and a radially thick but ver-
tically thin surface layer. The top layer will get warmer as it absorbs direct radiation from
the star. After that, on the assumption of thermal equilibrium, it radiates an equal amount
of energy towards space and the optically thick interior. Naturally, the interior layer will be
cooler than the surface layer as the latter protects it from direct stellar radiation, receiving
heat only through the thermal emission of the above layer (see Fig. 1.4). This simple two-
layer method shows discs are not vertically isothermal, so the actual vertical structure will
deviate from the Gaussian distribution in equation 1.12.

Analogously, we must expect that the inner radius of the disc, as the radiation is hitting
it more directly, will be the hottest section and will heat the disc radially, but only weakly.
However, correctly calculating the radial temperature profile is a complicated challenge, and
there are different models on how temperature varies with radius. The physics of this is
described in papers by Adams et al. (1987), Kenyon and Hartmann (1987) and Chiang and
Goldreich (1997).

Through approximations like the above, we can get a reasonable idea of the temperatu-
re field in discs, but we are subject to some restrictions. For example, we did not discuss
scattering effects or how to handle shadows created by gaps, bumps, spirals, or non-trivial
structures. Therefore, if we want to map the dust temperature of protoplanetary discs with
elaborate geometries, numerical radiative transfer programmes are our best remaining alter-
native.

1.4. Simulating Radiative transfer with MCMC
radmc3d (Dullemond et al., 2012) is a very sophisticated yet simple code that is one

of a select few that allows us to compute dust temperature fields, images and spectra for
extremely complicated disc geometries and configurations. The code works as described in
the manual4, but in a nutshell, it is a two-step process: first, it computes the global dust
temperature using a thermal Monte Carlo algorithm and then creates the specified images
and spectra. Instead of attempting to solve the radiative transfer equation, this code directly
deals with the problem by simulating single photons’ interaction with the surrounding disc.
This algorithm is accomplished using Bjorkman and Wood (2001) Monte Carlo approach
while including numerous modifications of Lucy (1999).

The individual interactions of photons with the disc are computed with the following pi-
peline. First, the sources of energy (stars) are created, specifying their position, spectrum
and luminosity. Second, we place the desired gas and dust density distributions on a grid,
typically in spherical coordinates, around the star to generate the disc. The disc can be con-
figured in any way we wish, with complete flexibility but no guidance; therefore, one must

4 The user manual is available at https://www.ita.uni-heidelberg.de/~dullemond/software/radmc-3d/man
ual_radmc3d/index.html
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proceed cautiously. The total brightness is then divided into photon packages, each released
by the sources one at a time. As a photon package travels across the grid, the ’energy’ of
each grid cell it enters increases, raising the temperature of the dust inside that cell. As this
happens, the photon has a likelihood of being absorbed, scattered, or not reacting for each
grid cell it comes through. In the event that the photon package is absorbed by the dust, it
is immediately reemitted in a new direction and with a different wavelength. The new wave-
length is selected using Bjorkman and Wood (2001) recipe; however, the luminosity fraction
that each photon package represents remains the same. If the package is scattered, it changes
the direction of propagation, and in case polarisation is included, its Stokes parameters too,
but no change in its wavelength. Following this formula, every photon package will ping-pong
across the model and never be lost until it leaves the model through the outside boundary of
the grid. Figure 1.5 illustrates the path of a photon package as it travels through a polar grid,
being absorbed and reemitted or scattered until it leaves the grid. As the photon package
passes through the cells, the temperature of the cells increases, as illustrated by the yellow
arrows. After it escapes, the following photon package is emitted, and so forth. The dust
temperature that remains present after all photon packages have been emitted and escaped
is the final solution to the dust temperature.

It is important to keep in mind two things. First, the calculated temperature is an equili-
brium dust temperature. Therefore, it is assumed that all dust grains absorb the same amount
of energy they emit. Fortunately, given that the heating and cooling times for dust grains are
often relatively short compared to any time-dependent dynamics of the system, this appro-
ximation is likely very accurate in most cases. Secondly, that radmc3d is, in a way, “just a
dumb computational engine” (their words, not mine), as it does not know what discs mean
or anything about dust’s physical properties; it depends entirely on input files. Therefore,
crucial parameters such as the opacities or the scattering efficiencies for the dust populations
must be computed beforehand. It is up to the user to decide how to create these input files.
Regardless, radmc3d does provide a python script that can be used to obtain the scattering
matrix, where we can use the optical constants from the databases (see section 1.2.1) to
generate the necessary files.
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Figure 1.5: Journey of a photon package through a polar grid. The photon
package (solid red line) is emitted by the star (blue circle), and changes
direction and frequency after each absorption/re-emission event (red circles)
or just direction after each scattering event (red squares) until it eventually
escapes the disc. The yellow arrows show the increase in temperature on
each cell the photon crossed.

1.5. Observing dusty discs
We now understand that as the disc is lighted by its host star, the dust absorbs part of

the light and scatters others. This process causes the dust to heat up and radiate outward
at various wavelengths depending on its intrinsic characteristics. Using ground and space-
based telescopes, we can observe these effects and, depending on the method, extract specific
insights about the structure of a disc. Accordingly, as a result of significant improvements in
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this regard, the study of planet formation has been revolutionised by recent observations of
protoplanetary discs.

1.5.1. Spectral Data
The Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) measures the energy released at different wa-

velengths and offers important details on the mass, temperature, and distribution of dust
populations. It is also practical for classifying discs at different stages of evolution (Lada,
1987; Adams et al., 1987). A SED may typically be constructed using photometry and spec-
troscopic data found in archives5 or the literature, and it should include enough data points
to distinguish between the emission coming from the star and that coming from the disc.

When looking at a star that hosts a disc, the emission from the star dominates the SED
at short wavelengths like the optical, but as one moves to longer wavelengths and reaches the
near-infrared and radio, the radiation coming from the disc begins to take protagonism. Hen-
ce, we can deduce its radial structure based on how much the disc emission will outweigh the
star emission at each wavelength range. For example, a disc with a deep valley in the infrared
spectrum may indicate an inner gap with little to no dust in the inner regions. Alternatively,
a lack of millimetre emission may indicate an unextended dust disc or a relatively small po-
pulation of larger dust particles. Following these interpretations, the overall intensity of the
disc emission will serve as an excellent proxy for the total dust mass and, consequently, the
total mass of the disc. These effects are illustrated in Fig. 1.6, where these exact behaviours
become apparent when altering the inner or outer radius or the mass of a given model.

Lastly, the SED also shows other notable characteristics for studying dust chemical com-
position in PPD. For instance, the heated micron-sized dust at the disc surface will produce
a strong emission feature at 10µm, and its amplitude and width give hints of changes in the
composition and grain growth (Cohen and Witteborn, 1985; van Boekel, R. et al., 2003).

1.5.2. Radio continuum and Infrared Polarised imaging
We can also measure how the intensity of a single wavelength fluctuates over the source’s

spatial coordinates rather than measuring the total intensity across all wavelengths. With
this, due to the dependence of this emission on dust opacity, we can directly map the density
distributions of different grain size populations just by observing at distinct wavelengths.
For instance, the small grains dominate the optical and near-infrared emission, whereas the
larger grains are visible at (sub) millimetre wavelengths. The typical approximation is that
the observed size grain will be agrain = λ/2π.

5 For example, the Spitzer infrared spectroscopic data archive https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER
/docs/spitzerdataarchives/
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Figure 1.6: A comparison between several SEDs corresponding to different
model discs with different properties. In black, an extended disc serves as
a reference point for contrasting. The SED in blue comes from an equally
massive but radially narrower disc that is only 10 au across, while a disc
with the same mass and a 10 au inner cavity produce the one in red. The
green SED comes from a model with the same disc geometry as the black
but only 10 % of the mass.

However, if we consider that the light emitted by stars is unpolarised but becomes par-
tially polarised when reflected by a surface (such as a dust particle), more information can be
obtained from the observations. Due to the anisotropic light scattering of actual grains, the
scattering efficiency can therefore be used to determine the level of dust present in discs (e.g.
Pantin et al., 2000). Moreover, because scattering is more effective in particles with diameters
roughly equal to the wavelength of the incident ray, the micron-sized dust particles on the
flared surface will be the most effective scatterers of near-infrared emission.

Consequently, the disc structure can be explored by means of comparing the mm conti-
nuum and scattered light images. While the mm continuum traces the distribution of large
grains settled in the midplane, scattered infrared light accounts for photons reflected off small
dust at the disc surface layer. This means that whether scattered light asymmetries corres-
pond to surface ripples or deep structures intrinsic to the underlying density distribution can
be determined by searching for the millimetre counterparts of these asymmetries. For doing
so, we utilise radio interferometers such as the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) to
observe the radio continuum and instruments such as the Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrast
Exoplanet REsearch (SPHERE) and the InfraRed Dual-band Imager and Spectrograph (IR-
DIS) in the Very Large Telescope (VLT) to look at near-infrared polarised light.
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ALMA works as an interferometer, an array of 66 radio telescopes that cooperate to
achieve greater sensitivity and resolution than they could achieve on their own. If we took
only two antennas, it is possible to show that the angular resolution is

Θ(arcsec) = 2λcm/Dkm, (1.15)

where D is the baseline, i.e. the projected distance of the antennas. Going beyond a two-
element interferometer, with the whole array with baselines as large as 13 km, ALMA angular
resolution for millimetre and submillimetre radio wavelengths is astonishing and unpreceden-
ted.

It is important to note that these telescopes do not capture images; rather, they measure
the Fourier transform of the sky brightness B,

V (u, v) = Ae−iϕ =
∫
Â(x, y)B(x, y)e−i2π(ux+vy)dxdy, (1.16)

where A is the amplitude, and ϕ is the phase of the complex visibility, (u, v) are the coordi-
nates of the baseline in units of wavelength λ, (x, y) are the relative distance from a reference
point, Â is the primary beam correction. Each pair will give two points in the V (u, v) space
that, via a Fourier transform, reconstruct the sky brightness.

B′(x, y) = Â(x, y)B(x, y)Ae−iϕ =
∫
V (u, v)ei2π(ux+vy)dudv, (1.17)

We will want to fill the V (u, v) space as much as possible, as the more coverage we have, the
better the reconstruction will be. Going beyond a two-element interferometer, using multi-
ple antennas, we can mix larger and shorter baselines, increasing the coverage significantly.
Then, the resolution is given by the longest distance between antennas (called the synthesi-
sed beam), and the shortest distance between antennas gives the largest angular scale that
can be imaged. This Fourier relation is the van Cittert-Zernike theorem, on which aperture
synthesis interferometry is based.

The VLT, on the other hand, consist of four Unit Telescopes with primary mirrors of 8.2 m
diameter, making it the world’s most advanced visible-light astronomical observatory, incor-
porating instruments such as SPHERE/IRDIS to obtain images in polarised near-infrared
light. This method is challenging because stars continue to shine brightly in this range of
wavelengths, masking the emission from the disc. As a result, it needs to use coronagraphs,
an attachment that obscures the star’s direct light so that the emission from the disc may
be seen distinctly. The unpolarised starlight is then removed from an image via polarimetry,
which enables SPHERE/IRDIS to observe protoplanetary discs much more clearly. This pro-
cess is driven by a filter that only permits light with a specific polarisation direction to pass
through. SPHERE/IRDIS uses one vertical and one horizontal polariser to measure polari-
sation. A light beam is split into two channels, one with a vertical polariser and one with
a horizontal polariser, and the images produced by each are recorded. When one image is
subtracted from the other, all unpolarised light is subtracted altogether, leaving only the
polarised light behind.
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1.6. Summary: thesis outline
In this thesis, we use the radiative transfer code radmc3d to connect the physics of pro-

toplanetary discs to observations.

In chapter 2, we examine the system of V4046 Sgr. First, using multi-wavelength data,
we study the geometry of the protoplanetary disc. Then, we developed a multi-parameter
model using radiative transfer simulations to constrain the vertical and radial structure. The
resulting model, as it shows an excellent fit to the data, also gives reasonable approximations
of the dust populations in the disc. This chapter is the culmination of a long project that led
to a publication in Martinez-Brunner et al. (2022)

In chapter 3, we implemented a similar methodology, i.e. developed a parametric model
to reproduce multi-wavelength data, but for a different source, the protoplanetary disc of
ISO-Oph 2 A. Only this time, we searched for possible environmental effects on the thermal
structure of the disc. This project is still under development and is framed in the context of
a resurgence of interest in environmental effects on circumstellar discs.

Finally, this manuscript ends with general conclusions about the field, the results from
each project, the methodology and the impact of this research.
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Capítulo 2

V4046 Sgr: a disc with a thin ring

2.1. Abstract
The nearby V4046 Sgr spectroscopic binary hosts a gas-rich disc known for its wide cavity

and dusty ring. We present high resolution (∼20 mas or 1.4 au) ALMA observations of the
1.3 mm continuum of V4046 Sgr which, combined with SPHERE–IRDIS polarised images
and a well-sampled spectral energy distribution (SED), allow us to propose a physical model
using radiative transfer (RT) predictions. The ALMA data reveal a thin ring at a radius
of 13.15±0.42 au (Ring13), with a radial width of 2.46±0.56 au. Ring13 is surrounded by a
∼10 au-wide gap, and it is flanked by a mm-bright outer ring (Ring24) with a sharp inner
edge at 24 au. Between 25 and ∼35 au the brightness of Ring24 is relatively flat and then
breaks into a steep tail that reaches out to ∼60 au. In addition, central emission is detected
close to the star which we interpret as a tight circumbinary ring made of dust grains with a
lower size limit of 0.8 mm at 1.1 au. In order to reproduce the SED, the model also requires an
inner ring at ∼5 au (Ring5) composed mainly of small dust grains, hiding under the IRDIS
coronagraph, and surrounding the inner circumbinary disc. The surprisingly thin Ring13 is
nonetheless roughly 10 times wider than its expected vertical extent. The strong near-far disc
asymmetry at 1.65µm points at a very forward-scattering phase function, and requires grain
radii of no less than 0.4µm.

2.2. Introduction
Recent observations of young circumstellar discs have transformed the current knowledge

on planet formation. Among the main recent findings of resolved observations of discs is
the discovery of substructures in the form of gaps, rings, cavities, and spirals, to name a
few (see, Andrews, 2020, and references there in). However, the focus of resolved imaging
with the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) or with the current gene-
ration of high-contrast cameras has mainly been towards the brighter sources (e.g., Garufi
et al., 2017). It is to address this bias that the “Discs Around T Tauri Stars with SPHE-
RE” (DARTTS-S) programme collected differential polarisation imaging (DPI) data with the
Spectro-Polarimeter High-contrast Exoplanet REsearch (Beuzit et al., 2019) for a total of 29
solar-type stars (Avenhaus et al., 2018; Garufi et al., 2020). The sample is not biased towards
exceptionally bright and large discs. The DARTTS observations revealed diverse structures
and morphologies in the scattering surface of these discs. This article on V4046 Sagittarii
(Sgr) is the first instalment of a companion programme, the DARTTS survey with ALMA
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(DARTTS-A), which will present millimetre observations of nine protoplanetary discs pre-
viously imaged in polarised scattered light in DARTTS-S.

V4046 Sgr is a double-lined spectroscopic binary of K-type stars (K5 and K7) with very
similar masses of 0.90±0.05 M⊙ and 0.85±0.04 M⊙ (Rosenfeld et al., 2012), on a close
(a ≈ 0.041 au), circular (e ≤ 0.01) orbit, with an orbital period of 2.42 days (Quast et al.,
2000). It is a member of the β Pictoris moving group (Zuckerman and Song, 2004), with
an estimated age of 18.5+2.0

−2.4 Myr (Miret-Roig et al., 2020), and its distance is 71.48±0.11 pc
(Gaia Collaboration et al., 2021). V4046 Sgr hosts a massive (∼0.1 M⊙) circumbinary disc
extending to ∼300 au (Rosenfeld et al., 2013; Rodriguez et al., 2010), rich in diverse molecular
lines (Kastner et al., 2018).

Previous analysis of radio observations taken with the Sub-Millimeter Array (SMA) (Ro-
senfeld et al., 2013) and later with ALMA (Guzmán et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2017; Bergner
et al., 2018; Kastner et al., 2018), showed that the millimetre dust of the V4046 Sgr circum-
binary disc features a large inner hole of ∼30 au and a narrow ring centred around 37 au that
account for most of the dust mass. More recently, Francis and van der Marel (2020), with
higher definition ALMA images, detected a structured outer disc with an inner disc in the
millimetre continuum. On the other hand, by using SPHERE polarised light observations in
the J- and H-band, Avenhaus et al. (2018) confirmed the double-ring morphology previously
reported by Rapson et al. (2015) using GPI data. In these polarised light observations, the
surface brightness presents a ∼10 au-wide inner cavity, a narrow ring at ∼14 au, and an outer
ring centred at ∼27 au. Later, Ruíz-Rodríguez et al. (2019) elaborated on the characterisation
of the observed rings in the SPHERE images, more on that in Section 2.3.2.

A parametric model that simultaneously fits the NIR scattered light and millimetre conti-
nuum emission links the observations to the structures in the underlying dust and gas density
distributions, and sheds light on the complex processes that shaped them. In this paper, we
present new ALMA observations of the continuum emission at 1.3 mm of V4046 Sgr with
unprecedented angular resolution in this source, which reveal an inner ring in the disc. We
also reproduce these observations with a 3D parametric model that fits all available data, in-
cluding the polarised scattered light SPHERE image, the spectral energy distribution (SED),
as well as the new high definition 1.3 mm continuum map. Section 2.3 describes the available
observations that we aim to model. Section 2.4 describes the structural parameters of our
model. A description of our parameter space exploration can be found in Appendix A.1.
The results of our modelling are presented in Section 2.5, including a discussion of the main
findings. Finally, in Section 2.6 we present our conclusions.

2.3. Observations
2.3.1. ALMA

New ALMA observations of V4046 Sgr were obtained in 2017 as part of the Cycle 5 pro-
gram 2017.1.01167.S (PI: S. Perez). The observations acquired simultaneously the 1.3 mm
continuum and the J = 2−1 line of 12CO (i.e. with a band 6 211-275 GHz correlator se-
tup). A log of the observations is shown in Table 2.1. The ALMA array was in its C43-8/9
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configuration, with baselines ranging from 92 to 13894 m which translate into a synthesised
beam of 0.′′062 × 0.′′055, in natural weights. Here we focus on the continuum observations
only. Francis and van der Marel (2020) included a subset of this dataset, corresponding to
the C43-8 configuration, as part of a large sample of transition discs, with a focus on the
statistical properties of the inner discs.

Table 2.1: Summary of the new ALMA observations presented in this work.
The table shows the total number of antennas, total time on source (ToS),
target average elevation, mean precipitable water vapour column (PWV)
in the atmosphere, minimum and maximum baseline lengths and maximum
recoverable scale (MRS).

Configuration Execution Block N Ant. Date ToS Avg. Elev. Mean PWV Baseline MRS
(uid://A002/) (sec) (deg) (mm) (m) (")

C43-8/9 Xc6b674/X44f 48 2017-11-10 507 50.9 1.0 113.0 - 13894.4 0.571
C43-8 Xc72427/X34f2 43 2017-11-23 507 45.2 0.4 91.6-8547.6 0.8

Image synthesis of the ALMA continuum was performed with the uvmem package (Ca-
sassus et al., 2006; Cárcamo et al., 2018), which fits a non-parametric model image Imj to
the data by comparing the observed and model visibilities, V ◦

k and V m
k , using a least-squares

figure of merit L:

L =
N∑
k=1

ωk|V ◦
k − V m

k |2 + λS, (2.1)

where ωk are the visibility weights and λ is a dimensionless parameter that controls the re-
lative importance of the regularisation term S.

The chosen regularisation term S for this case was the standard image entropy, or

S =
M∑
j=1

Imj
M

ln
(
Imj
M

)
, (2.2)

where M is the default pixel intensity value and is set to 10−3 times the theoretical noise
of the dirty map (as inferred from the visibility weights ωk). Here we set λ = 0.01. Similar
applications of uvmem in the context of protoplanetary discs can be found, for example,
in Casassus et al. (2013, 2018, 2019a); Pérez et al. (2019) and in Pérez et al. (2020) using
long baseline data. An advantage of uvmem compared to more traditional imaging strate-
gies, such as provided by the tclean task in CASA, is that the effective angular resolution
of the model image is ∼3 times finer than the natural weights clean beam (Cárcamo et al.,
2018), giving us a new approximate uvmem resolution of ∼0.′′021 × ∼0.′′018. This angular
resolution is comparable to uniform or super-uniform weights in tclean, but it preserves the
natural-weights point-source sensitivity. The RMS noise of the uvmem image is 26µmJy per
resolution beam, at a frequency of 237 GHz.

The resulting uvmem image shown in the top right panel of Fig. 2.1 reveals new substruc-
ture of the disc, in the form of two rings of large dust grains with a broad gap between them,
i.e. Ring13 at around ∼13 au and Ring24 starting at around ∼24 au (see below for a precise
estimation). The wide and bright Ring24 reaches its peak intensity at ∼30 au, continues re-
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latively flat and then breaks at ∼35 au into a steeper tail. While this is the first observation
of Ring13, Ruíz-Rodríguez et al. (2019) anticipated its existence as their ALMA continuum
image showed a distinct excess between ∼10 and 17 au.

Ring13 is surprisingly narrow and seems to be off-centred relative to the Gaia stellar po-
sition, at the origin of coordinates in Fig. 2.1. We determined the centre of the ring and
its orientation using the MPolarMaps package described in Casassus et al. (2021), which
minimises the dispersion of the intensity radial profiles between two given radii and returns
the optimal values for the disc position angle (PA), inclination, and disc’s centre. In an initial
optimisation we focus on the orientation of Ring13, and choose a radial range from 6 to 18 au,
which covers Ring13 but excludes Ring24. The resulting disc orientation is set at a PA of
257.31±0.03 deg (east of north), with an inclination of 147.04±0.02 deg, and the optimal ring
centre is at ∆α = −4 ± 0.02 mas ∆δ = 13 ± 0.05 mas relative to the Gaia position of the
stars. The offset of the centre of the cavity and the nominal stellar positions are coincident
within the pointing accuracy of ALMA, which is ∼5 mas for the signal to noise ratio of our
image (calculated using the ALMA Technical Handbook).

In a second optimisation of the disc orientation, but this time aiming for Ring24 with
a radial domain from 20 au to 70 au (fully including Ring24 and excluding Ring13), we ob-
tained a PA of 256.86±0.02 deg, with an inclination of 146.08±0.01 deg and a centre at
∆α = 2 ± 0.02 mas ∆δ = 12 ± 0.02 mas relative to the stars. We see that both Ring13
and Ring24 share a very similar orientation and centre, given the errors and the pointing
accuracy. However, see that there are some hints for a somewhat different orientation in the
azimuthal profiles for the ring radii, which may nonetheless be accounted for by the joint
effect of all these small differences in disc orientation. This is summarised in Fig. 2.2a, which
characterises the radial position and width of Ring13 as a function of azimuth by using radial
Gaussian fits at each azimuth. The radial centroids for both disc orientation overlap within
the errors, but there is a systematic trend for the difference between the two. It may be that
this small difference reflects a finite intrinsic eccentricity of one or both rings. Deeper imaging
is required to progress on this question.

On average, we obtained a radial FWHM for Ring13 of 2.83±0.50 au, and a stellocentric
radius of 13.15±0.42 au (see Fig. 2.2b). As the uvmem model image has an approximate
uvmem beam of ∼0.′′021 × ∼0.′′018 (or ∼1.4 au at 71.48 pc), we see that Ring13 is resolved.
After subtraction of the uvmem beam, the ring width is ∼2.46±0.56 au.

Interestingly, the ALMA image also detects 1.3 mm continuum emission near the stellar
positions (see the inset in Fig. 2.1). Since this central emission is larger than the angular
resolution, it is probably stemming from thermal emission from large dust grains rather than
directly from the stars. The peak intensity of this dust structure is at an estimated distance
of only 0.′′012 ± 0.′′002, or ∼0.85±0.14 au from the binary system, and, estimating its form as
a Gaussian ellipse, it has a mean FWHM of ∼1.43 au.
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of observations (top) and simulated images (bot-
tom) at 1.3 mm continuum (left) and 1.65µm (right) of the circum-
binary disc orbiting V4046 Sgr. Top left panel: 1.3 mm continuum uv-
mem model image. The small orange ellipse shows an estimated uvmem
beam size (∼0.′′021 × ∼0.′′018). The inset zooms into the central emission,
and the green star marks the centre of the inner ring. Top right panel:
SPHERE–IRDIS H -band image with a white filled circle that represents
the N_ALC_YJH_S coronagraph with a radius of ∼0.′′12, or ∼8.6 au at
71.48 pc. Bottom left panel: synthetic image at 1.3 mm convolved with the
uvmem beam. Bottom right panel: synthetic image at 1.65µm. For all the
images in the figure the colour scale is linear, and the colour bar on the left
applies only to the images on the left-hand panel.

2.3.2. VLT/SPHERE–IRDIS
V4046 Sgr was observed in DPI mode with SPHERE–IRDIS on March 13, 2016 (see

Avenhaus et al., 2018, for details). Here we use a new reduction of the H band data produced
with the IRDAP pipeline (van Holstein et al., 2020), which can separate stellar and instrumen-
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tal polarisation. The polarised signal is consistent with the previous image in Avenhaus et al.
(2018). The degree of linear polarisation of the central and unresolved signal in V4046 Sgr is
only 0.13 %, with a systematic uncertainty of 0.05 % due to time-varying atmospheric condi-
tions during the exposures. The angle of polarisation is aligned with the disc major axis, as
expected given that the target has an extinction of Av=0.0 (McJunkin et al., 2016) and the
entire polarisation is dominated by circumstellar rather than inter-stellar material.
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Figure 2.2: (a) Centroid of Ring13, for two disc orientations: the orange line
corresponds to the same trace as in (b), while the blue line is obtained for the
inner ring orientation. (b) Polar decomposition of the 1.3 mm continuum
image, using the orientation of Ring24. We trace Ring13 using the centroids
(solid line) and FWHM of radial Gaussian fits (blue region between the
dotted lines).

The scattered light image in the top left panel of Fig. 2.1 also shows a double ring struc-
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ture in the micron-sized dust distribution. The observed morphology presents an inner cavity
of ∼10 au in radius and two rings located at 14.10±0.01 au, coincident with Ring13, and
24.62±0.08 au, coincident with the inner wall of Ring24, with a small gap between them at
∼20 au (Ruíz-Rodríguez et al., 2019). Two other important features that are present in the
image are: the near-far brightness asymmetry, and the shadows projected on the disc by the
close binary system as they eclipse each other, discovered by D’Orazi et al. (2019).

The binary phase reported by D’Orazi et al. (2019) in the scattered light observation is
at a PA of 265 deg, east of north. Using this measurement, the binary phase was calculated
at the time of the ALMA observation at a PA of ∼80 deg.
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Figure 2.3: The observed SED of V4046 Sgr (black points and solid red
curve) compared with the model SED resulting from the RT model (solid
blue line). The black points represent the measured photometry and the red
line shows an archival Spitzer IRS spectrum. The dashed silver curve shows
the emission of the stellar photosphere model.

2.3.3. Spectral energy distribution
The observed SED was collected from data in the literature (Helou and Walker, 1988;

Hutchinson et al., 1990; Jensen and Mathieu, 1997; Hog et al., 2000; Kharchenko, 2001;
Cutri et al., 2003; Murakami et al., 2007; Ofek, 2008; Ishihara et al., 2010; Cutri and et
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al., 2012), available online in vizier. We also used archival Spitzer IRS spectroscopic data
available in the CASSIS database (Lebouteiller et al., 2015). The data is displayed in Fig. 2.3
along with the resulting SED of the radiative transfer model presented in the next section
(more on the resulting SED in Sec. 2.5). The SED exhibits the dip near 10µm characteristic of
transition discs, as described by Rosenfeld et al. (2013). Jensen and Mathieu (1997) concluded
that these data matched that of a extended circumbinary disc truncated at ∼0.2 au, as the
interior would also be expected to be cleared by dynamical effects of the central binary
(Artymowicz and Lubow, 1994).

2.4. Parametric radiative transfer model
The multi-frequency data can be interpreted in terms of a physical structure using radiative

transfer predictions, for which we used the radmc3d package (version 2.0, Dullemond et al.,
2012). The general framework of the parametric model that we developed is similar to that
in Casassus et al. (2018) for DoAr 44, and the initial model values were inspired from those in
Rosenfeld et al. (2013), Ruíz-Rodríguez et al. (2019) and Qi et al. (2019). A high-resolution
radiative transfer model that reproduces multi-frequency imaging and the SED, is a solution
to a highly degenerate problem, so a full parameter exploration requires a level of computation
and time that exceeds our capabilities and the scope of this paper. Consequently, our approach
was to find through trial and error a set of values for the parameters that closely fit the
available data, and then, improve this fit by implementing one dimensional least squared
optimisations for some key parameters (more on this in Sec. 2.5). The final structure of the
parametric model is summarised in Fig. 2.4, where we show on the top panel the surface
density profiles for gas and dust grains populations, and in the lower panel the respective
aspect ratio profile.

2.4.1. General setup
The stars were modelled using two Kurucz photosphere models (Kurucz, 1979; Castelli

et al., 1997), with Teff,1 = 4350 K, R∗,1 = 1.064 R⊙, M∗,1 = 0.90 M⊙ and Teff,2 = 4060 K,
R∗,2 = 1.033 R⊙, M∗,2 = 0.85 M⊙, respectively and with an accretion rate of log( Ṁ/(M⊙ yr−1)) =
−9.3 for both cases to include excess UV due to stellar accretion (Donati et al., 2011). The
stars were placed at a mutual separation of 0.041 au, so that their centre of mass coincides
with the origin. Their PA was set to 250 deg, so that the secondary lies to the NW from the
primary, thus casting the same shadow as observed by D’Orazi et al. (2019).

Reproducing the radial and vertical structure of the V4046 Sgr disc turned out to be
challenging. We built the model in terms of the gas distribution, and with two main dust
populations: large grains with radii from 0.3µm to 10 mm that are vertically settled and
dominate the total dust mass, and a population of smaller grains with radii ranging from 0.3
to 1.5µm that are uniformly mixed with the gas and reach higher regions above the mid-plane.

We take a three dimensional model in a cylindrical reference frame with coordinates (r, θ,
z). The inner radius of the model grid was set to 0.1 au, and the outer radius to 100 au, which
is large enough for the dust disc to be undetectable. We set the values of the inclination and
disc position angle to the same as obtained from the ALMA observation in Section 2.3, such
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that the model has an inclination of i = 147.04 deg and a P.A. = 257.31 deg. The model was
set at a distance of d = 71.48 pc (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2021).

2.4.2. Radial structure: gas & small dust grains
Given the cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z), the gas density (ρgas) distribution follows

ρgas(r, z) = Σgas(r)√
2πH(r)

exp
−1

2

(
z

H(r)

)2
 , (2.3)

where H(r) is the scale height profile and Σgas(r) is the gas surface density profile.

Although both ALMA and SPHERE–IRDIS images display two-ringed morphologies, we
propose a three-ringed structure plus an inner disc to reproduce the observations. This bold
decision is due the major fit improvement in the SED and the polarize image (more on this
in Sec. 2.5 and Appendix A.1.2). We separate the gas disc into four individual regions: an
inner disc with a power-law profile and three rings named Ring5, Ring13, and Ring24, as
they are located at 5, 13, and 24 au respectively. The combined gas surface density profile is
then given by:

Σgas(r) = Σinner disc(r) + ΣR5(r) + ΣR13(r) + ΣR24(r). (2.4)

First, the inner disc model follows a power-law function defined by

Σinner disc(r) = Σc

(
r

Rc

)−γ
exp

[
−
(
r

Rc

)2−γ
]
, (2.5)

where Rc is a characteristic radius and γ is the surface density power-law index. We used Rc

= 16 au, Σc = 1.3 × 10−4 g cm−3 and a fixed γ = 1 as it is a typical value for discs (Andrews
et al., 2009, 2010). The gas in our model extends from Rin = 0.2 au outwards, consistent with
the inner edge radius inferred from the SED data (see Appendix A.1.2).

Secondly, due to the thin nature of Ring5 and Ring13, we chose to use Gaussian profiles
to parametrize them,

Σring(r) = Σ◦√
2πσ

exp
[
−1

2

(
r − µ

σ

)2
]
, (2.6)

where we define constants that correspond to the centroid radii {µR5 = 5.2 au, µR13 =
14.9 au}, ring widths {σR5 = 0.25 au, σR13 = 2.26 au}, and normalizations {Σ◦,R5 = 3.3 g cm−3,
Σ◦,R13 = 6.0 × 10−1 g cm−3} for both components separately.

Thirdly, for Ring24 we used the same power-law as for the inner disc but scaled by an
empirically obtained factor, δsd(r) and by ϵ(r), a parameter that allows us model a smoother
inner edge of the outer ring:

ΣR24(r) = Σinner disc(r) δsd(r) ϵ(r), (2.7)
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with δsd(r) = 1.0 × 105 for r > 18 au and zero for lower radii, and

ϵ(r) =

1 r < Rin and Rpeak < r(
r−Rin

Rpeak−Rin

)3
Rin < r < Rpeak,

(2.8)

where Rin and Rpeak respectively mark the inner edge and the location of maximum density
of the outer ring. We used Rin,gas = 18 au and Rpeak,gas = 26.4 au.

Finally, the total dust-to-gas mass ratio is taken to be ζ = 0.047 (as in Rosenfeld et al.,
2013). The small dust grains are assumed to only make up for a fraction of fsd = 1 % of the
total dust mass. As small dust is typically tightly coupled to the gas dynamics, its density
profile is expected to follow the gas density. Then the density of small dust can be calculated
as:

ρsmalldust(r, z) = ρgas(r, z) fsd ζ. (2.9)

2.4.3. Radial structure: large dust grains
Since the large dust grains are less coupled to the gas, their distribution has some im-

portant differences that require a special parameterisation, such as a larger inner cavity, a
larger gap between Ring13 and Ring24, and a break in the outer ring. We only included a
low density of large grains within Ring5, just underneath the detection limit of the ALMA
observation, as it does not show any visible signature. The surface density profile of the large
dust grains is then defined by the sum of its three components

Σld(r) = ΣR5,ld + ΣR13,ld + ΣR24,ld. (2.10)

For Ring5 and Ring13, we chose Gaussian profiles parameterized with centroid radii
µR5,ld = 5.2 au and µR13,ld = 13.22 au, ring widths of σR5,ld = 0.1 au and σR13,ld = 0.85 au, and
normalizations Σ◦,R5,ld = 1.3 × 10−4 g cm−3 and Σ◦,R13,ld = 2.3 g cm−3. For Ring24 we used a
similar profile as for the gas (a power-law function). The surface density for large dust grains
in the outer ring is thus given by

ΣR24,ld(r) = Σc

(
r

Rc(r)

)−γld

exp
−

(
r

Rc(r)

)2−γld
 δld(r) ϵ(r), (2.11)

where for the smoothing factor ϵ(r) we used Rin,ld = 24.2 au and Rpeak,ld = Rpeak,gas, resulting
in an inner wall of Ring24 at larger radii for the large dust but a peak at the same location
than that of the small dust. In an effort to recreate the break seen in the outer ring, we used

δld(r) =


0 r < 24.6 au
1.8 × 105 24.6 < r < 27.9 au
8.4 × 104 27.9 < r < 35.3 au
7.1 × 105 35.3 < r < 64 au,

(2.12)

and

γld(r) =

−3.8 27.9 au < r < 35.3 au
1 elsewhere.

(2.13)
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Then the final density of large dust can be calculated as

ρlarge dust(r, z) = Σld(r)√
2πH(r)

exp
−1

2

(
z

H(r)

)2
 fld ζ. (2.14)

Following the observation, this profile is truncated at 63 au.

2.4.3.1. Reproducing the central emission

For whole purpose of reproducing the central emission in the ALMA image, we introduce
a third and special dust population of larger grains with a distribution tightly confined to the
stellar vicinity. This dust is distributed only on a very close-in Gaussian ring parameterized
by µcentral blob = 1.1 au, σcentral blob = 0.4 au and Σ◦,central blob = 58.8 g cm−3, and it is composed
of grains with radii ranging from 0.8 to 10 mm, same upper limit as the large dust but is
depleted of small grains. With this distinctive size range we avoid creating a NIR excess in
the SED, and we can be consistent with previous mass estimates (see Appendix A.1.1 and
Sec. 2.5).

2.4.4. Vertical structure
The parametric scale height profiles for the gas and for each dust population are

H(r) = χH◦

(
r

r◦

)1+ψ(r)
, (2.15)

where H◦ is the scale height at r = r◦, ψ is the flaring index and χ is a scaling factor (in
the range 0 − 1) that mimics dust settling. In hydrostatical equilibrium, dust diffusion and
settling are expected to balance each other, leading to a settling factor of χ =

√
Dd/(Dd + St)

(Dubrulle et al., 1995). Here, Dd is a dimensionless parameter that informs about the level
of diffusivity (it is typically assumed to be similar to the level of turbulence for the particle
sizes regarded here Youdin and Lithwick, 2007). The Stokes number,

St = 1
2
πaρmat

Σgas
, (2.16)

summarises the dynamical behaviour of a particle in a given environment (where ρmat repre-
sents a dust particle’s material density). By definition, the gas has no settling, and the small
dust grains settling is negligible, so that χgas = χsd = 1. As we do not know the level of
diffusivity in the disc (this will be a topic of interest in Section 2.5), nor the exact value of
Σgas, we infer the scaling factor for large dust, χld, from the width of Ring13. In the radial
profile this ring is observed two to three times wider in the gas-tracing NIR than in the
fluxes received from larger grains by ALMA. We assume that the same ratio holds in the
vertical direction (due to the settling of larger grains towards the mid-plane of the disc), lea-
ding to χld = 0.4. This is analogous to assuming equal radial and vertical turbulent diffusions.

For the vertical structure, D’Orazi et al. (2019) found flaring angles (i.e. height of the ring
over the disc midplane divided by the radius of the ring), of φ = 6.2±0.6 deg for the inner
ring and φ = 8.5±1.0 deg for the outer one. Our model aims to reproduce those values by
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using two different flaring indices, ψ1 and ψ2. The separation between the two values was
set at r = 18 au with ψ1 = 0.2 for Ring5 and Ring13, and ψ2 = 0.5 for Ring24. The scale
height is set to H◦ = 0.89 au at r◦ = 18 au. This vertical structure is consistent with the
measurements made by D’Orazi et al. (2019), as the model flaring angles are φinner = 6.4 deg
and φouter = 7.6 deg. This is summarised in the bottom panel of Fig. 2.4 that shows the
aspect ratio profile h(r) = H(r)/r.

Figure 2.4: Top: surface density profiles for gas, large and small dust grains.
Bottom: Aspect ratio profile h(r) = H(r)/r. The dashed brown line depicts
an upper limit for large dust grains within Ring5, inferred from its non-
detection in ALMA data. The dotted lines crossing both panels correspond
to transition radii in the parametric model.
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2.4.5. Image synthesis and SED computation
To take the simulated images we computed the dust opacities using the bhmie code pro-

vided in the radmc3d package. The two main populations are taken to be composed by
a mix of 60 % silicate, 20 % graphite and 20 % ice. Differently, for the special population of
larger grains, as the ring is extremely proximate to the binary system, the dust will not have
any traces of ice, so we used a composition mix of 70 % silicate and 30 % graphite.

For the reproduction of the ALMA observation, we create an image using ray-tracing pre-
ceded by a Monte Carlo run that gives the simulated image at 1250µm, the rest wavelength
of the real observation. This image is then convolved with Gaussian blur using the uvmem
beam of 0.′′021 × 0.′′018 to synthesise the final image displayed in Fig. 2.1. The SED is com-
puted in a similar manner by taking the spectra at 200 wavelengths between 0.1 and 2000µm.

In order to reproduce the H -band image, we take a different approach. As the observed
asymmetry between the near side and the far side of the disc in the DPI image is suggestive
of a strongly forward-scattering phase function, we used much larger grains than typically
used in the RT modelling of such NIR data (e.g., Casassus et al., 2018). For the computation
of this particular image, we implemented a different grain size distribution, where we centred
a Gaussian at a = 0.4µm with σa = 0.12µm (smeared out by 30 %), and distributed the
dust over 20 bins within the range of ±σ. This distribution applies only to generate the NIR
Qϕ image and not the ALMA image or the SED. To produce this Qϕ image we performed
a linear combination of the two orthogonal linear polarisation U and Q, following Avenhaus
et al. (2017), which gives a representation of an unbiased estimate of the polarised intensity
image. The simulated DPI image at 1.65µm in Fig. 2.1 was obtained with the scattering
matrix calculated by the makeopac.py, script provided in the radmc3d package.

Finally, as mentioned before, the model presented here gives a solution to a highly de-
generative problem, and the RT calculation for each set of parameters is very intensive in
computational power and time, so a MCMC optimisation or similar methods of parameter
exploration are impossible to carry out. Nevertheless, as a way to improve the fit and ob-
tain a rough measure of the accuracy of our model, we made one dimensional explorations
of the parameter space and found uncertainties of some relevant parameters that will be
useful for the discussion (see Appendix A.1.1). We can estimate uncertainties for the scale
height at r◦= 18 au with H◦ = 0.89 ± 0.01 au and for the width of the gas in Ring13 with
wg = 5.30 ± 0.27 au.

2.5. Model results and discussion
The observed SED reveals a small near-infrared (NIR) excess of 0.9±3.7 % (Francis and

van der Marel, 2020), this low emission would be primarily emanating from micron-sized dust
grains at the hot inner dust wall of a low-mass inner disc. On the other hand, the mm-bright
central emission suggests a massive inner dust ring. The faint near-IR excess contrast with
the bright mm emission, and could point to a lack of micron-sized dust in the central ring,
that could be due to efficient dust growth or due to the ring having an inner radius well
beyond the sublimation radius. In order to reproduce the low NIR and simultaneous bright
central mm emission, we extended the radius of an inner cavity to significantly exceed both
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the sublimation radius and the zone that is expected to be cleared by dynamical binary-disc
interaction (see Appendix A.1.2). A possible explanation for this wider cavity is the presence
of an additional effect of truncation, like an unseen companion planet in the very inner part of
the disc (Francis and van der Marel, 2020). At the same time, the central emission is also well
reproduced in the ALMA image with the inclusion of a Gaussian ring at 1.1 au. This inner
ring produces a low near-IR excess only if it consists of dust grains larger than ∼0.3 mm (see
Appendix. A.1.1). But we implement 0.8 mm instead as the lower limit for the dust population
that composes this feature, given that this predicts a dust mass of 0.012 M⊕, which is close
to that obtained by Francis and van der Marel (2020) (0.013±0.002,M⊕). They converted
mm-flux into mass using the standard opacity value of κν=10 cm2g−1 at 1000 GHz with an
opacity power-law index of β=1.0, while our mass estimates are extracted from the RT model.
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of the surface brightness profiles extracted from the
deprojected synthetic images and observed H -band and 1.3 mm continuum
images. The grey shaded area represents the radius of the artificial corona-
graph used in the simulations (i.e., ∼0.′′1, or ∼7.1 au at 71.48 pc).

The decision of including Ring5 to the observed structure relies on the fact that the SED
needs a thin dust ring, made mainly of small dust grains, at a radius of ∼5 au to have a
proper fit between 6 and 300µm (see Appendix A.1.2). The introduced Ring5 is not visible
in the simulated image at 1.65µm, where it hides under the artificial coronagraph, neither in
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the 1.3 mm continuum simulated image, as its predicted peak intensity is around two times
the noise in the ALMA image (∼1×10−7 Jy beam−1). This gives us an upper limit for the
total millimetre–sized dust mass present in Ring5 of ∼2×10−5 M⊕. The depletion of large
dust grains in Ring5 is consistent with efficient dust trapping in Ring13. A zone of radially
increasing gas pressure can entirely filter out large dust grains from the inner regions, while
smaller grains can be able to overcome this barrier due to their strong frictional coupling
to the gas accretion flow (studied in the context of planetary gaps, Rice et al., 2006; Zhu
et al., 2012; Weber et al., 2018). Still, the strong depletion of large particles demands that
within Ring5 dust growth is extremely inefficient or limited by fragmentation. Otherwise, the
present small grains should coagulate to form detectable grain sizes in the ALMA observation
in Fig. 2.1 (Drazkowska et al., 2019).

As the radial profiles obtained from the simulated images of the model closely resemble
those deduced from the observations (Fig. 2.5), we can assume that the model provides a pos-
sible approximation of the disc structure, including the dimensions of Ring13. The FWHM of
the gas and micron-sized dust in Ring13 in the RT model corresponds to wg = 5.30±0.27 au,
as well as a radius of 14.9 au, and a scale height FWHM of 0.63 au. Meanwhile, the millimetre-
sized dust in Ring13 has a FWHM of 2.00 au, a radius of 13.22 au, and a scale height FWHM
of 0.25 au (∼ 2.355 × H(µR13,ld)). The total dust mass of Ring13 would be about 0.7 M⊕.
The model predictions for the millimetre-sized dust population in Ring13 are close to the
measurements, with only a 1 % difference in the centroid location of the ring, and a 19 %
difference in the width estimation. Given that the scale height FWHM of the large grains in
Ring13 is 0.25 au, and that the width of Ring13 from the ALMA observations is 2.46±0.56 au
(see Sec. 2.3.1), we conclude that the large dust ring is 10.0±1.6 times more extended ra-
dially than vertically. Looking at the rest of the disc, our model reproduces the observations
of Ring24 with peak intensity at ∼30 au, and the break at ∼36 au. The whole disc contains
a total dust mass of ∼48 M⊕.

Even though the radial spread of large dust grains in Ring13 appears to be quite thin, the
width in comparison to the sub-lying gas profile speaks for the presence of considerable tur-
bulent diffusion. Following a similar ring analysis as in Dullemond et al. (2018), we find that
the ratio between the dimensionless diffusion parameter, Dd, and the dimensionless Stokes
number, St, (which parameterise the dynamical behaviour of a grain) is roughly, Dd/St ≈ 0.1.
The observed signal is expected to be dominated by grains of size a ≈ 0.02 cm. The RT mo-
del, together with the dust-to-gas ratio of 0.05, prescribe a gas density of Σg ≈ 0.5 gcm−2 to
the location of Ring13. With these values, the relevant Stokes number is approximated to be
St≈ 0.1. This yields an estimate for the level of diffusivity of Dd ≈ 0.01. It further provides
a value for the level of turbulent viscosity in Ring13, αturb ≈ 0.01, assuming the level of
turbulence to be equal to the level of diffusion (Youdin and Lithwick, 2007). We note that an
observation of molecular line broadening has found no evidence for turbulent contributions,
suggesting αturb < 0.01 (Flaherty et al., 2020). The value inferred from our model is just
within this limit. By our definition of the gas surface density profile, the value inferred for
the level of turbulence is linearly proportional to the local dust-to-gas ratio. Lower values
than the chosen ratio of 0.05 would, therefore, lead to an equally lower level of turbulence
in the assessment. While the exact value for αturb is not well constrained, a certain level of
turbulence is required to explain the radial spread of the resolved Ring13.
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The visible asymmetry in the SPHERE observations is reproduced using relatively large
grains, ∼0.4µm, as smaller grains did not result in such strong forward scattering. As Stolker,
T. et al. (2016) state, the strong forward scattering that is present in the observation may
indicate that the dust grains in the disc surface are relatively large, suggesting that the disc
is depleted of very small grains. Alternatively, it may suggest that grains are not spherical
as assumed in the calculations of opacities using Mie theory.

Another interesting feature of the simulated 1.65µm image is that the model accurately
shows the shadows described by D’Orazi et al. (2019) that are present in the SPHERE–IRDIS
image. In contrast, there are no hints of radio decrements along Ring13 or in Ring24, in either
the ALMA observations or in the simulated 1.3 mm continuum image, that would match the
shadows. As noted by Casassus et al. (2019b), the diffusion of thermal radiation from the
disc smooths out the decrements seen in scattered light, and in this case it is likely that the
disc cooling time-scale is much slower than the that of the illumination pattern.

The general observed structure may point to the existence of planet-disc interactions
within this system, where giant planets deplete their orbits of gas and dust material. A pos-
sible planetary constellation in this scenario is, therefore, the presence of two giant planets
in the disc, one planet between the star and Ring13, and one planet between Ring13 and
Ring24. As Ruíz-Rodríguez et al. (2019) suggest, the putative planet between Ring13 and
Ring24 may be a giant planet with a mass within the range of 0.3−1.5 MJup. This idea is
supported by a dedicated study (Weber et al. submitted) which qualitatively reproduces the
observations of this system with a hydrodynamical simulation including several giant planets.

The expected age of >20 Myr of V4046 Sgr suggests that its gas-rich disc is unconventio-
nally old in comparison to typical circumstellar examples (e.g. Fedele et al., 2010; Williams
and Cieza, 2011). The dispersal of such gas discs is typically assumed to be set by photo-
evaporation (Alexander et al., 2006; Gorti and Hollenbach, 2009). While the dynamical origin
of the disc’s longevity is not the subject of the present study, we would like to mention that its
occurrence around such a close binary might not be coincidental. Alexander (2012) predicted
that disc lifetimes should show a sharp increase around binaries separated by ≲ 0.3 − 1.0 au.
It still has to be seen whether a trend towards longer disc lifetimes in compact multiple-star
systems (as recently proposed by Ronco et al., 2021) turns out to be prevalent.

2.6. Conclusions
We present new ALMA 1.3 mm continuum imaging of V4046 Sgr, a well-known circum-

binary disc, at an unprecedented definition (∼0.′′021 × ∼0.′′018), where new features become
visible. Together with the analysis of a SPHERE–IRDIS polarised image and a well-sampled
SED, we aim to reproduce the observations with radiative transfer modelling, looking for a
way to explain the data in terms of a physically model. The key conclusions of this analysis
are as follows.

1. The central emission in the ALMA image suggests the existence of an inner ring of dust
grains larger than 0.8 mm. Our interpretation agrees with the mass estimation of this
feature made by Francis and van der Marel (2020), with a mass of 0.012 M⊕.

2. Our parametric model, which accounts for the SED of the system, predicts the presence
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of an inner ring at ∼5 au, mainly consisting of small dust grains. This additional ring
lies under the coronagraph of the scattered light image and is too faint to be detected
by the ALMA observation. The depletion of large dust in this ring is consistent with
efficient dust trapping at larger radii, as can be expected in Ring13.

3. The narrow ring in the 1.3 mm continuum, has a radius of 13.15±0.42 au and an es-
timated width of 2.46±0.56 au. The location of this ring is coincident with the inner
ring observed in the scattered light image. From our RT modelling we can predict that
this ring includes around 0.7 M⊕ of millimetre-sized grains. Using the parametric model
scale height FWHM value for the large grains (Hld = 0.25 au at 13.15 au) we find that
the ring width is roughly 10 times its estimated height.

4. The 1.3 mm outer ring, that starts at ∼24 au and has its peak intensity at ∼30 au,
presents a visible break in the surface brightness at ∼36 au.

5. While we can not get an exact value for αturb, the resolved radial width of Ring13 speaks
for the presence of a considerable level of turbulent viscosity.

6. We interpret the asymmetry observed with SPHERE–IRDIS at 1.65µm as due to strong
forward-scattering, which implies that the dust population is depleted of grains smaller
than ∼0.4µm.
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Capítulo 3

ISO-Oph 2: a case study for external
radiation?

Evolved discs usually show beautiful arrangements of rings and gaps in the continuum,
generally quite axisymmetric features, and it is common to attribute them to planet-disc
interaction or, to a lesser extent, to other internal processes (e.g. radial drift, dust traps,
warp discs; see Marino et al. (2015) for the study on warp discs). However, because most
stars originate in star clusters (e.g. Lada and Lada, 2003; Krumholz et al., 2019), the en-
vironmental effects must be considered to understand young planetary systems adequately
(Haworth, 2021). Accordingly, the two main ways the surroundings can impact a system are
through dynamic effects and photoevaporation. The first refers to close encounters between
neighbour stars, where the gravitational interaction affects the disc’s dynamics. The latter
refers to how the temperature field of a disc is influenced by the ambient radiation to which
it is exposed, particularly to UV photons and X-rays, which induce photoevaporation. Unfor-
tunately, the observations of such effects on protoplanetary discs are rare, and it is not easy
to prove the direct influence only through observations. One reason is, for example, that the
3D distances to neighbouring stars in star-forming regions are generally not well constrained
(see e.g. Haworth et al., 2017). Luckily, we can still study these environmental effects using
numerical simulations. Here, we will focus on the potential of radiative transfer models for
examining the impacts of external radiation on discs.

In this chapter, we will use radiative transfer models to explore a peculiar system, ISO-
Oph 2, that shows an asymmetric structure in the continuum that could hint at environmental
effects due to external radiation. Thus, in Sec. 3.1, we will explain what is known about
the system, give details about previous observations of the source, introduce the puzzling
problem, and formulate our hypothesis. Then, in Sec 3.2, we will describe the modelling
process. It is relevant to mention that this research project is a work in progress, so in
Sec. 3.3, we will discuss the preliminary results of such models and general thoughts on the
subject. Then, we finish in Sec. 3.4 with comments on how the project should continue and
possible pathways for future developments in this investigation.

3.1. The system in question
ISO-Oph 2 is one of the most attractive sources of the constellation of Ophiuchus. At a

distance of 134.25±7.55 pc (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2021), it is a binary system with a
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projected separation of 240 au and a flux ratio of 0.08 in the K-band (Ratzka et al., 2005).
The primary star, a Classic T Tauri star with an M0 spectral type and an accretion rate of
10−8.7 M⊙yr−1 (Gatti et al., 2006), host a disc with a dust mass of Mdust ∼ 40M⊕ (Cieza
et al., 2019). The secondary star, with no spectral classification available but believed to be
close to the brown-dwarf limit, hosts a much lighter disc of Mdust ∼ 0.8M Earth and only
∼ 7 au across (González-Ruilova et al., 2020).

The system has been observed as a part of the “Ophiuchus Disk Survey Employing AL-
MA” (ODISEA) project (Cieza et al., 2019), the largest of the disc demography surveys in
nearby clouds. Observation of the system of the 1.3 mm continuum and the 12CO molecular
line were taken with ALMA. The high-definition survey accomplished an angular resolution
of 0.′′02 (or ∼3 au at 134.25 pc). Besides that, in the data archives is found an observation in
the K-band with the now decommissioned VLT instrument Nasmyth Adaptive Optics System
(NAOS) – Near-Infrared Imager and Spectrograph (CONICA), better known as NACO. Both
images are displayed in 3.1. See González-Ruilova et al. (2020) and Ratzka et al. (2005) for
further details on the reduction of the data and instrument information for each observation,
respectively.
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Figure 3.1: Observations of the disc around ISO-Oph 2 A. (left)
1.3 mm continuum ALMA observation. The small white ellipse in the bot-
tom right corner shows the beam size (∼0.′′030 × ∼0.′′021). (centre) Archive
NACO K-band image, 2.2µm. (right) Altered NACO image. The green fi-
lled ellipse represents the subtracted Gaussian. For all the images in the
figure the colour scale is linear

The peculiarity of this system resides in that the 1.3 mm continuum observation of the
circumstellar disc around the primary star shows a large dust cavity followed by a two-ringed-
like disc with spectacular azimuthal asymmetries. After the large inner cavity of ∼ 50 au in
radius, the first ring extends approximately from a radius of 40 to 60 au, while the second
one does from a radius of 60 to 85 au. The inner ring peaks to the North-West and becomes
practically invisible to the South-East, whereas the outer ring peaks to the South of the
star and shows a noticeable decrement to the North-West (González-Ruilova et al., 2020).
The disc has an inclination of i = 36 deg and PA = 1 deg (E of N) (González-Ruilova et al.,
2020). In addition, using 12CO observations, González-Ruilova et al. (2020) found a bridge of
gas connecting the primary disc with the disc of the secondary and suggested the possibility
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of a recent fly-by that could have dynamically perturbed the disc and induced this strange
geometry. However, that interpretation is highly unlikely, as the dynamic effects of fly-bys
usually vanish quickly (Marzari and Picogna, 2013). Instead, this asymmetric feature beco-
mes much more interesting once it is considered that the brightest UV source in the region
is very close and located in the same direction as the asymmetry, suggesting the possibility
of a much more fascinating phenomenon.

Close to ISO-Oph 2,at an angular distance of 0.1 deg and also in the Ophiuchus cloud,
located at a distance of 136.35±0.46 pc from Earth (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2021), resides
HD 147889, a binary system of two massive pre-main-sequence B2IV and B3IV stars (Houk
and Smith-Moore, 1988; Casassus et al., 2008). The two stars are believed to have a Teff of
20000 and 23000 K and radii of 3.10 and 3.52R⊙, respectively (Casassus et al., 2008). These
characteristics make them the main ionising source in the ρOph region. So, as it is known
that high external UV radiation causes a rise in dust temperatures in the outer regions of
neighbouring discs (Haworth, 2021), it is not so far-fetched to hypothesise that the asym-
metry in the continuum comes from exposure to the intense radiation of this source.

Besides the ALMA image, although the data is not exceptionally deep, we have the K-
band image NACO observation (at 2.2µm), which maps the distribution of small dust grains
on the surface of the disc. Unfortunately, here we have the problem of the star shining too
bright at this wavelength, so we must alter the image to dimmer the stellar radiation and
allow the ring emission to be seen more clearly. To do this, we can approximate the stellar
emission as an elliptic Gaussian and fit it to the image (although it is not the most accurate
approximation, the outcomes are reliable.). Accordingly, with this method, we can get the
image displayed in 3.1, where we can see an asymmetry that again points toward HD 147889.
Hence, the image seems to support our initial suspicions.

To go beyond pure speculation, we can calculate the radiation from HD 147889 over the
disc and compare that to the one from the central star. Although the distance between the two
systems is not well constrained because of the great uncertainty in the distance measurement
of ISO-OPh 2, it can be anywhere from 0.24 to 9.7 pc. Then, we can define three Kurucz
photospheres (Kurucz, 1979; Castelli et al., 1997) to model the stars using the following
stellar parameters.

Star name Teff [K] R∗ [R⊙]
ISO-Oph 2 A 3750 0.6
HD 17889 A 23000 3.5
HD 17889 B 20000 3.1

Then, with the assumption of no extinction by the interstellar medium, we get Fig. 3.2.
This figure displays the radiation over all wavelengths received at 70 au from the star, the
same distance as the outer ring. It clearly illustrates how ISO-OPh 2 A dominates the infrared
region of the spectrum and how HD 147889 acts as the main UV source of the disc, regardless
of distance.
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Figure 3.2: The SED from ISO-Oph 2 A as being measured at 70 au (same
radius as the outer ring) versus HD 147889 at two different distances: 0.25
and 9.7 pc. And highlighted in grey, the UV part of the spectrum.

3.2. Radiative transfer modelling
The general framework of the parametric model we employed is similar to the one used for

V4046 Sgr but more refined and efficient. The most significant difference in the methodology
would be that now we are not searching for a single configuration that reproduces what we
see in the observations exactly, rather than searching if any or multiple configurations could
show signs of external radiation in the continuum. So instead of an elaborated model, we
have a simpler one that allows better parameter space exploration.

3.2.1. General setup
We implemented three stars in the model using point-like black-bodies sources, the pri-

mary star at the centre of the grid and the two stars belonging to HD 147889 farther from
the disc. It is good to mention that although ISO-Oph 2 B is only at 240 au, it is too cold
and too small to affect the primary disc, so it is not even worth modelling it. For the host
star, being an M0, we used Teff = 3750 K and radius of R∗ = 0.6R⊙. For the distant stars,
we used Teff = 20000 K and Teff = 23000 K with stellar radii of 3.1 and 3.5R⊙ respectively.
The location of the distant stars is defined in spherical coordinates (r, ϕ, θ) with the origin
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at the centre of the disc. The azimuthal orientation ϕ, the polar angle θ, and the radius r are
left as free parameters for further exploration.

Similarly to the last model, it is constructed in terms of gas distribution with two dust
populations: large grains with radii from 0.1µm to 2 mm that are vertically settled and are
99 % of the total dust mass, and a population of smaller grains with radii ranging from 0.1 to
1µm that are uniformly mixed with the gas and reach higher altitudes above the midplane.
The first grain population is composed of a mix of 60 % silicate, 20 % graphite and 20 % ice,
whereas the second, as it would be warmer on the disc surface, is composed of a 70 % silicate
and 30 % graphite mix, so no ice. Both populations have a size distribution n(a) ∝ a−3.5,
where a is the grain radius. Last, the total dust mass is fixed to be 45M⊕ with a dust-to-gas
mass ratio ζ = 0.01, a standard value for a PPD. Therefore, the total gas mass would be
0.014M⊙, standing at the low end of the mass range for circumstellar discs around T-Tauri
stars (Boss and Ciesla, 2014).

Again, we take a three-dimensional model in a cylindrical reference frame with coordinates
(r, θ, z), where the inner radius of the grid was set to 0.2 au and the outer radius to 110 au.
The structure is simple and follows the same basic equations as the last model. Therefore,
the gas density (ρgas) distribution is:

ρgas(r, z) = Σgas(r)√
2πH(r)

exp
−1

2

(
z

H(r)

)2
 , (3.1)

where H(r) is the scale height profile and Σgas(r) is the gas surface density profile. Σgas(r)
comprises three elements: a power-law disc and two Gaussian rings,

Σgas(r) = Σdisc + Σring1 + δΣring2. (3.2)

Σdisc is defined as
Σinner disc(r) =

(
r

Rc

)−γ
exp

[
−
(
r

Rc

)2−γ
]
, (3.3)

where Rc is the characteristic radius, and γ is the surface density power-law index. Rc was
set to 70 au and γ = 1, as this last is a typical value for discs (Andrews et al., 2009, 2010).
And Σring1 and Σring2, the two Gaussian rings, are parameterised by:

Σring1,2(r) = 1√
2πσ

exp
[
−1

2

(
r − µ

σ

)2
]
, (3.4)

with µring1 = 49 au and µring2 = 70 au and σring1 = 1.5 au and σring2 = 4 au. Also, inferred from
the observed continuum structure, the outer ring is set to be δ = 10 times more massive. The
small dust population will follow this exact structure. The large dust population, however,
is constrained to the two rings only.

For the vertical structure, we adopted the same standard equation for the parametrisation
of the scale height.

H(r) = χH◦

(
r

r◦

)1+ψ
, (3.5)
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where H◦ is the scale height at r = r◦, ψ is the flaring index and χ is a scaling factor (in
the range 0 − 1) that mimics dust settling. In addition, we divided the disc into inner and
outer regions setting the boundary at a radius Rlim = 53.5au = r◦, where the limit between
the rings is located. This separation allows using different scale heights (Hin and Hout) and
flaring index values (ψin and ψout) for each region, giving us more freedom to explore.

Finally, with fsd = 0.01 and fld = 0.99 representing the mass fraction of each specie, the
density of the dust populations can be calculated as

ρsmalldust(r, z) = ρgas(r, z) fsd ζ. (3.6)

and
ρlargedust(r, z) = ρgas(r, z) fld ζ. (3.7)

Figure 3.3: Top: surface density profiles for gas, large and small dust grains.
Bottom: Aspect ratio profile h(r) = H(r)/r. This example model has Hin
= Hout = 0.04 au, ψin = ψout = 0.1, and χ = 0.3.
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The final structure goes like the profile shown in Fig. 3.3, where this model example is
also imaged and shown in Fig. 3.5, the one in the centre. Using this model framework, we
can explore different disc configurations and see if any reproduce the expected effect. To
probe into this, we can take simulated images at 1290 and 2.2µm to be analogous to the
ALMA and the VLT images. For these, the inclination of the disc was set to 36 deg with a
PA of 1 deg (same as González-Ruilova et al., 2020) and at a distance of 136.35 pc, identical
to HD 147889. The 1290µm image was later convolved with a Gaussian filter to simulate a
beam size equal to the one in the ALMA observation (∼0.′′030 × ∼0.′′021).

3.2.2. Parameter space exploration
In the end, there were three free parameters for the location of the external stars and

five for varying the vertical structure of the disc: r and θ; Hin, Hout, ψin, ψout and χ. Still,
any other parameter can be modified if needed. To date, only partial exploration of those
parameters has been carried out, but it has already demonstrated that many configurations
exhibit the effects of external radiation.

With the exploration, we quickly found that our best chance at finding the asymmetry in
the continuum simulated image is by letting the distant stars be as close as possible, setting
the distance to HD 147889 at r = 0.24 pc. Also, we found that the polar angle θ should be
between 2 and 8 deg, and the azimuthal angle ϕ goes between 10 and 15 deg. On the other
hand, constraining the parameters of the vertical structure is a much more labours task.
Still, as could be expected, we found that implementing low flaring indexes and low Chi
values decreased the efficiency of the central star in heating the midplane while allowing the
external radiation to penetrate deeper into the disc. Furthermore, although we created the
model with a division at Rlim, we have found that using the same value for the flaring indexes
and the scale height throughout the whole disc works better (i.e. Hin = Hout and ψin = ψout).
Ultimately, we found that the asymmetry became more evident using flaring index values
between 0.05 and 0.2, scale heights between 0.01 and 0.07 au, and Chi values between 0.1
and 0.3. These constraints suggest that ISO-OPH 2 is a relatively flat disc, illuminated at
a shallow angle from a distance, with a large-dust population that is well settled into the
midplane. Table 3.1 shows a summary of our results.

Table 3.1: Summary table for parameter values.

Parameter value range
r 0.24 au
ϕ 10-15 deg
θ 1-4 deg
H◦ 0.01-0.07 au
ψ 0.05-0.2
χ 0.1-0.3

Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 are excellent examples of what we can get using the values we found.
Each column is a value of H◦, from left to right goes 0.02, 0.04, 0.06 au; while the flaring
angle for each row is 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2, respectively. The difference between the figures is that
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for the first one, χ = 0.1, and for the second one, χ = 0.3. For every model, the distant stars
were placed with r = 0.24 pc and θ = 2 deg. That said, it is easy to see that the asymmetry
vanishes for flaring angles closer to 0.2. Also, that the χ value has an impact on the intensity
and on how distinguishable the asymmetry appears. And finally, that the pattern changes
with increasing scale height, where the peak moves from North to South.
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Figure 3.4: Synthetic images at 1.3 mm convolved with the ALMA beam.
The figure shows simulated images of models with differences in their verti-
cal structure. For all the images in the figure, the colour scale is linear. The
small white ellipse in the bottom left corner shows the synthetic beam size
(∼0.′′030 × ∼0.′′021).
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Figure 3.5: Synthetic images at 1.3 mm convolved with the ALMA beam.
The figure shows simulated images of models with differences in their verti-
cal structure. For all the images in the figure, the colour scale is linear. The
small white ellipse in the bottom left corner shows the synthetic beam size
(∼0.′′030 × ∼0.′′021).

In the images above, we can not differentiate which parts of the synthetic ALMA fluxes
are due to external irradiation and which are due to the central star. However, we can take
one model, let us take the centre top model in Fig. 3.6, and compare it as being illuminated
only by the central star, external radiation only, or the three at once. This way, we can see
and more accurately measure the impact of external radiation. However, it is easy to notice
that if we added the first two images, we would not get the third one. This problem is likely
because the code has to divide the photon packages between the light sources and because the
temperature field simply works differently in the three scenarios, so the results are different
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too. Also, the noisy look of the first one is a result of the high opacity region due to the
high dust density in the midplane. Still, they illustrate perfectly how the external sources
can more effectively heat the rings and give rise to the asymmetric pattern.
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Figure 3.6: Synthetic images at 1.3 mm convolved with the ALMA beam.
The figure shows simulated images of a single disc configuration under the
radiation of the central star, the external radiation only, and by the three
simultaneously.

On the other hand, our focus on reproducing the continuum image led us to neglect the
reproduction of the 2.2µm image. Although it is not very reliable, in Fig. 3.7 are K-band
images of the models displayed on Fig. 3.4. The images have been altered with a subtraction
of a Gaussian, similar to the NACO image, but the results are not quite the same. Still, the
image shows a clear dependence on flaring angle, and to a lesser extent, on scale height. These
images do not change with χ, so it is fixed at 0.1. Altogether, none of the images resembles
the NACO observation.
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Figure 3.7: Synthetic images at 2.2µm after a Gaussian subtraction of the
stellar flux. The figure shows simulated K-band images of models with dif-
ferences in their vertical structure.

3.3. Early Discussion
The preliminary results serve as an excellent proof of concept. Now we know that an

ISO-Oph 2-analogous disc can, under particular circumstances, display external radiation in-
fluence from an HD 147889-analogous. However, the models still have issues that need to be
addressed to get final and publishable results, as the simulated images still fail to reproduce
the observations of ISO-Oph 2 accurately, but for now, they look promising.

The first known issue is that the final intensity in the 1.3 mm synthesised images is less
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than the observed one. This issue is especially problematic since, from what we have found,
one possible way to solve the problem is to increase the mass of the disc. However, Haworth
(2021) discussed that millimetre dust mass estimates of protoplanetary exposed to intense
external radiation fields are typically overestimated, as the temperatures would be higher
than the usual 20 K value used for the calculation. Thus, the intensity of the model images
should have exceeded the one from the observations, not the other way around. Another
option is that the stars are wrongly modelled and have less luminosity than they should.
If we could increase their luminosity, we could partially solve the issue, only that without
proper justification. Furthermore, the intensity is highly dependent on the vertical structure,
where models with high scale heights and flaring index values can give similar intensities but,
simultaneously, are the ones with the most unfavourable structures to reproduce the feature.

One other problem is the central faint central emission created by the power law disc
reaching close to the star. González-Ruilova et al. (2020) stated that the cavity observed in
the ALMA image strongly constrains the mass of a putative inner disc, with an upper dust
mass limit of 0.1M⊕. The inner disc of our model is composed only of small dust grains and
has a total mass of ∼0.18M⊕, so currently, we are above this limit. By increasing the Rsub
and creating a larger inner cavity, less mass will be in the inner disc, and the central emission
will disappear. However, this would decrease the shadowing that provides the inner regions
allowing more radiation to heat the midplane and could erase the asymmetric feature. The
solution is non-trivial. One possibility is adding to the radmc3d image a noise level similar
to the one in the ALMA image and seeing if that makes the feature vanish.

Another problem is that the model uses point-like sources for the stars instead of finite
spheres. There is an unknown problem that crushes the code when using finite spherical
sources, and it came as a surprise, as in the V4046 Sgr project, it worked fine. Unfortuna-
tely, we do not know how to solve this issue. However, it should not be too concerning since
R∗ << Rsub, meaning that the disc starts far enough from the star, so the shining down onto
the disc phenomenon is unnecessary.

The last known issue, arguably the most obvious, is the lousy reproduction of the 2.2µm
image. Our K-band simulated images, like the few examples shown in Fig. 3.7, did not show
quite the same features as the NACO observation. Instead, we see a strong forward scattering
with a strange noisy pattern. The noise presumable comes from using too few photons to
compute the image. We think the strong forward scattering problems could be improved by
exploring other dust mineralogy and grain size distributions. We have not found real-life
examples that showed the same thing, so we think it could be a problem related to the
modelling process. Nonetheless, since our main focus was the 1.3 mm continuum image, we
did not design the models to reproduce this additional image; what we got was within our
expectations.

3.4. Conclusions and Future work
The system continues to be intriguing, inviting us to go deeper into trying to get an

explanation of its strange morphology. In so, our model appears to be aiming in the right
direction, as the preliminary results show that our hypothesis of external radiation influence
could be correct, at least partially. Of course, it is a work in progress, but we have successfully
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constrained our parameter space and identified the main issues. Solving the abovementioned
issues would be the main concern for continuing with the project. Then, the next step should
comprehensively explore the parameters and their dependencies on each other, hopefully
further constraining the space parameter and improving the reproduction of the images.

Successful results in this project could open new windows for future observing proposals
to improve and upgrade the infrared images of the source, such as with the new Enhanced
Resolution Imager and Spectrograph (ERIS) instrument at the VLT or even using the JWST.
Whatsmore, we propose alternative paths and further developments on the project, like ra-
diative transfer models to study how external radiation affects the locations of snow lines in
ISO-Oph 2. Studying this topic could give room for new insights into the vertical structure
and the possibility of planet formation events in the disc. Moreover, other scenarios cannot
be ruled out, and this journey can follow many paths, where even hydrodynamic modelling
could be beneficial. This was inspired by the idea from González-Ruilova et al. (2020) that
suggested that dynamical effects between the binaries could somehow help shape the disc.
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Capítulo 4

Conclusions

Throughout this thesis, we examine one fundamental aspect of planet formation: how the
host star heats its surrounding disc. The constant transfer of thermal energy from the star
to the protoplanetary disc will drive the evolution of such a disc and, by extension, of the
future planetary system. Therefore, studying this interaction between light and matter is
key to understanding the environment in which planets form. Although analytically solving
the equations that describe this interaction in these conditions is impossible for practically
every real case, incredible advances in computer simulation over the past years have given
us exceptional tools to study these processes in unprecedented detail. In this regard, codes
like radmc3d have risen to the occasion because of their remarkable versatility and ability
to be customised at will while still producing reliable results.

We implemented the radmc3d radiative transfer code to study two extraordinary sour-
ces: V4046 Sgr and ISO-Oph 2. Both sources are protoplanetary discs that counted with
high-definition radio and infrared observations, where they would stand out from the rest
because of their uncommonness with their complex and intriguing morphologies. Following
similar methods, each system was studied separately, V4046 Sgr in ch. 2 and ISO-Oph 2 in
ch. 3. We developed 3D radiative transfer models for both cases and searched for configura-
tions that could reproduce the observations and share light on their structures.

We implemented the radmc3d code to study two extraordinary sources: V4046 Sgr and
ISO-Oph 2. Both sources are protoplanetary discs that counted with radio and infrared ob-
servations, where they would stand out from the rest because of their uncommonness with
their complex and intriguing morphologies. Each system was studied separately but following
similar methods. We developed 3D radiative transfer models and searched for configurations
that could reproduce and explain what is happening behind the observations.

V4046 Sgr ALMA radio and VLT infrared observations showed an arrangement of multiple
rings, where a narrow ring in the continuum captured our special attention. This project led
us to propose a complex radial structure with a total of four rings that can explain both
images and the SED data simultaneously and with incredible accuracy. Furthermore, with
our model, we were able to constrain the vertical structure of the disc, usually a complicated
task for discs that are not too inclined or edge-on. The results of this research were published
in Martinez-Brunner et al. (2022). Unfortunately, we do not provide an explanation for this
intricate structure, but Weber et al. (2022) follow-up paper explored that subject with hy-
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drodynamical simulations.

On the other hand, the radio observation of ISO-Oph 2 shows a puzzling non-axisymmetric
feature that led us to propose the hypothesis that it results from exposure to external radia-
tion from the near and high UV emitter binary system HD 147889. Consequently, we used
radmc3d to build parametric models and searched for a structure that, when observed under
similar conditions, could match what we observed. This project is still under development,
but the preliminary results are encouraging, as the models so far display comparable features.
The results show that our hypothesis seems to be pointing in the right direction, but more
work must be carried out, several issues must be solved, and better results must be obtained
before publishing anything.

Overall, radiative transfer simulations again demonstrated an excellent tool when explo-
ring the thermal structure of unusual discs. In that manner, the modelling framework we
developed with radmc3d lets us construct any model, no matter the complexity and ef-
ficiently explore its parameter space. Still, regardless of how great it is, there is room for
improvement. Our whole framework was constructed for the 0.41 version of radmc3d back
in 2018, and in 2020, we updated it when the 2.0 version came out. The models would run
the same, and for any practical purposes, it worked fine. However, we did not explore all
the new features of this newer version. Because along with general bug fixes and efficiency
improvements, v2.0 came with the radmc3dPy package, a python package that integrates
various modules for model construction, imaging, and post-processing of every possible out-
put from radmc3d. The modules are extremely powerful, easy to use, and have extended
documentation and support. Thus, for any future project, I strongly recommend exploring
the idea of using the radmc3dPy package. Furthermore, using software such as Paraview
could improve data visualisation, as it has tools to create complex but illustrative 3D plots.
This should not be difficult to implement, given that radmc3d already integrates the option
to write the outputs in .vtk format.

With a final comment, I would like close this thesis. One key thing about science is that
one can always try another thing; if it fails, one must try to understand why it failed. This
way, one always has a way of learning from it; otherwise, a failed experiment is completely
useless.
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Annex A

V4046 Sgr Annex

A.1. Parameter–space exploitation
A.1.1. Parameter space partial exploration

As a way to compute a measure of goodness of fit and to try to quantify the model un-
certainties, we performed a partial exploration of the parameter space.

We explore χ2 space in the vicinity of the model values (obtained by trial and error, see
Sec. 2.4) for the scale height at r◦ (H◦), the width of the gas component of Ring13 wg13, and
around the lower limit of the grain sizes in the central blob. The parameter space exploration
is shown in Fig. A.1. Our model fits the SED and two images, so the total χ2 value for a
given model is composed of the sum of the χ2 values for each of the three fits.

χ2
total = χ2

SED + χ2
ALMA + χ2

SPHERE. (A.1)

For H◦ and wg13, we find that the values of the parameters in our model are at a minimum
in each one dimensional χ2 space, the uncertainties (up and down) will be those that corres-
pond to χ2 = χ2

m + 1, where χ2
m is the local minimum value. We approximated the vicinity

of the local minimum in these 1D cuts with a quadratic fit.

For the lower grain size limit, we found that despite that our chosen value seems to
minimise χ2, the shape that follows the curve is more suggestive of a border condition. So
there is a threshold around 300µm where the SED starts to deviate strongly from the typical
value. That point represents where the NIR excess becomes significantly larger that the
observed.
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Figure A.1: One dimensional explorations of the chi squared space of our
parametric model. The first panel shows the variation of χ2 in terms of
the scale height H◦ at r◦=18 au, the second one for the width of the gas
component of Ring13 (wg13), and the third one around the lower limit of
the grain size in the close inner ring. Each panel displays at the bottom the
χ2 values for the SED and for the two images separately, and on top the
total χ2 value in terms of the parameter value.

A.1.2. Comparison between different models
A compact inner hole in the dust distribution around a binary can typically be produced

by sublimation of solids or dynamical clearing of the central stars. The sublimation radius of
the system is expected to be at ∼0.05 au (Rsub = 0.07

√
L∗(L⊙) au, Francis and van der Marel,

2020), and the edge of the zone cleared by dynamical interactions between the near-circular
binary and the circumbinary disc is estimated to be at 0.085 au (r = 2.08a, Artymowicz and
Lubow, 1994). On the other hand, for V4046 Sgr, Jensen and Mathieu (1997) required to
implement a cavity to 0.2 au to fit the SED flux around the silicate feature at 10µm. We find
that the latter value significantly improves the SED fit when compared to a disc extending
to the inner radius predicted by dynamical clearing in the SED fit (see Fig. A.2), therefore,
the inner radius of the disc in our best-fitting model lies at 0.2 au.

The final structure of our proposed disc also includes additional features that are necessary
to fit both the SED and the images. These features are a cut-off of the inner density accumu-
lation of large dust grains outside of 1.1 au (to fit the central emission in the ALMA image),
and the thin Gaussian ring made mainly of small dust grains at 5.2 au (Ring5, demanded by
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mid-infrared excess in the SED). The first one is visible in the ALMA image so we are forced
to include it, but Ring5 is not detected in the ALMA continuum and was included because
of its contribution to the 10µm flux is required by the SED. Fig. A.2 works as a summary as
it shows a comparison between our best-fitting model and five models with changes on their
structures: one without Ring5, one without the inner large-dust disc, one without both of
those structures, another with an inner edge of the disc at 0.085 au, and a last one with an
inner edge of the disc at 0.05 au. All these models diverge from the SED data somewhere in
the 6-300µm range.
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Figure A.2: Comparison between the SEDs of best-fitting model versus five
other models with differences in the dust structure. The dotted lines repre-
sent the models with different inner radius while the dashed lines represent
the models without Ring5 or the inner large-dust disc.
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